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Connerly, Brittain Square Off In Debate
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN
News Editor
In any conversation about af-
firmative action, tone and
rhetoric become fierce and
pointed. As such, when two po-
lar, oppqsites such as Ward
Connerly and Jonathan Brittain
engage in such a debate, one can
expect a highly-charged event
that elicits strong emotions
from those observing as well as
those involved. The members of
the audience in the Washington
Room on the evening of Tues-
day, February 24 were not dis-
appointed as Connerly and
Brittain articulately con-
structed their opinions and
piercingly attacked those of
their opponent.
Ward Connerly is a member
of the University of California
Board of Regents. He gained na-
tional recognition for his work
to abolish any preferential treat-
ment in the University of Cali-
fornia system, as well as for his
support of Proposition 209,
which outlawed preferential
treatment based on race or
ethnicity by any branch of state
government. Jonathan Brittain
AUX PECKLaw Prof essor Jonathan Brittain addresses the crowd and his opponent Ward
Connerly (not shown) at the Affirmative Action debate last Tuesday, moderated
Sharon Herzberger (right).
Affirmative Action At Trinity
As Colleges Across the Country Review Their
Policies, The Tripod Explores Diversity at Trinity
BY ALEX ULLMAN
News Writer
Marshall School of Law at Texas
Southern University and has
fought to uphold affirmative
action in numerous recent land-
mark cases. He is best known
as the lead attorney for the
plaintiff in Sheffv. O'Neal, the
Connecticut case declaring that
the segregation in different
public school districts in metro-
politan Hartford is at odds with
the state constitution.
Kimberly Jones '91, the Assis-
tant Dean of Multicultural Af-
fairs, introduced the speakers
and opened the debate, which
was moderated by Professor
Sharon Herzberger. The debate
followed the style used in many
Presidential debates. Both
speakers crafted ten-minute ad-
dresses, responded to questions,
see DEBATE on page ten
is .oftetf
viewed as a homogeneous
school that pays too little atten-
tion to diversity on campus.
However, Trinity works far
harder than people give it credit
for. Recruitment of minorities
for faculty positions, as well as
for the student body is charac-
terized as "aggressive" by ollege
officials.
Professor Paul Desmangles,
Director of Affirmative Action
within the hiring of tenure-
track professors, spoke of
Trinity's attempt to advertise as
widely as possible for faculty
positions that need to be filled.
These advertisements are
placed in journals and newspa-
pers in such a way as to be pre-
sented to qualified minorities.
The active recruitment of quali-
fied minorities includes send-
ing out job descriptions and
writing to schools with strong
departments in areas which
Trinity may need professors.
*. pimcmiglfissiated (higcTrin-
ity tries to "cast a net as widely
as possible in places that would
be seen by minorities and
women." Desmangles stressed
that people must be undoubt-
edly qualified for a position in
order to be considered for a ten-
ure-track professorship. Trinity
sets no actual quotas on minor-
ity or female professors.
Trinity also makes use of the
National Minority Faculty
Identification Program, based
in Georgetown, Texas. This or-
ganization produces a list of
minorities who might be quali-
fied for positions at educational
institutions across the country.
It has the names of recent
• women) who Have recently re-
ceived PHd's.
Diversity among the faculty
at Trinity is only a portion of
what creates diversity on the
entire Trinity campus. Dean of
Multicultural Affairs Kimberly
Jones says that there is a great
deal of diversity at Trinity Col-
lege, however i t seems to h ave an
image of a "J. Crew school."
Jones views affirmative action
at Trinity as "a tool for everyone
see DIVERSITYon page ten
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Central Campus
Dormitory Put On
Hold Until 2005
% BY ANN O ' CONNELL
News Writer
The newest dorm to be built
as part of Trinity's strategic plan
will be located next to Funston
and MCEC. Contrary to previ-
ous plans, the first dorm will
not be constructed next to the
Life Science Center and Austin
Arts. The decision against im-
mediate construction on the
LSC site was made at a Friday,
February 20 meeting of the
Board of Trustees.
The Board, on the recommen-
dation of President Dobelle, de-
cided instead to defer
construction on the site until
Phase II of the Master Plan,
which will not begin until
2005. The Summit Street dor-
mitory will be bumped up to
Phase I of the Master Plan, and
design will begin immediately.
Vice President of Student Ser-
vices Jim Mullen explained that
while the College is committed
to building a residence hall next
to the Life Sciences Center, there
are several hurdles to be dealt
with before construction itself
can begin.
First, the site next to the Life
Sciences Center (currently a
parking lot), requires over $1.7
million in additional costs to
address construction obstacles,
which include the presence of
major utility lines. These costs
were unanticipated when the
decision,to proceed with con-
struction on that site was first
made.
see SUMMIT on page seven
Urban Film
Festival To
Feature
Spike Lee
BY DEVIN PHARR
•R News Writer
Academy Award Nominee
Director Spike Lee will visit
campus as part of the first Trin-
ity College Urban Film Festival.
Sponsored by the student group
Urbanity, the festival is aimed at
exploring urban issues through
the medium of film.
The Urban Film Festival on
March 8 and March 9 will fea-
ture several screenings as well
as presentations by filmmakers.
On March 9, Spike Lee will
show Do the Right Thing in
Cinestudio and give a talk
about issues related to the urban
dilemma.
The film's focus and rel-
evance to the Urbanity project
deals with racial conflicts
within the city. In the movie, a
black neighborhood in Brook-
lyn runs into conflict over the
presence of two extra-racial
businesses, Roger Tibert ex-
^
e m < ? v i e . [ akes
p g one "Idng, hot day
in the Bedford-Stuyevesant
neighborhood of Brooklyn. But
this is not the typical urban
cityscape we've seen in count-
less action movies about vio-
lence and guns and drugs.
People live here. It's a neighbor-
hood like those city neighbor-
hoods in the urban movies of
the Depression: People.know
one another'and accept one an-
other, and although there are
problems, there also is a sense of
community."
David Weiner '98 acknowl-
edges that "Do the Right Thing:
is an important film because it
forces people to think and talk
about real conflicts in an urban
setting." Weiner, founder of Ur-
banity, asserts that the student
group "combines an apprecia-
tion of the arts with an interest
in urban issues." The niche
carved out by Urbanity assists
Trinity in its efforts to break
down its walls and explore its
immediate environment.
The events on Sunday, March
.8 will commence with a brunch
see FESTIVAL on page 13
Oscar Nominated ™EPHOTO
Filmmaker Spike Lee.
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Adults or Animals?
Broken bottles, overturned trash cans, trails of half-eaten pizza
crust, papers scattered everywhere, 'cigarette burn marks on the walls; a
stale stenchlingers heavily in the air. While this description might evoke
thoughts of the opening scene of a detective movie, there will be no man
in a khaki trench coat arriving to investigate. There is no need. This scene
represents nothing remotely out of the ordinary. This is simply the way
we live at Trinity College.
In fact, here we are buried in more than just litter. Exit signs are
torn down, buttons on elevators ripped off, doors kicked in, and water
fountains destroyed. All in a night's work. The mess overflows beyond
the dorms too, spilling out onto the campus for all visitors to see. It is
difficult net to accidently kick a broken bottle, cracked cup or an empty
cigarette box as one makes their way down the Long Walk in the shadow
of the magnificent Gothic-style buildings. Although this picture of the
Long Walk is considerably worse on weekend mornings, weekdays often
times bring no solace from the unsightly mess.
Not only is the campus we call home beaten with the same wear
and tear as a fraternity house, but once the destruction is complete, there
are no repercussions. As we turn our backs, a stream of litter in our wake,
the diligent custodial staff embarks on their thankless battle to return
this campus to its once-pristine state. It is an endless job; as soon as they
have cleaned up ten broken bottles in the lobby, their attention is imme-
diately directed to the overturned slices of pizza decorating the rug in the
lounge.
It is a frightening paradox. At Trinity we request to be treated as
adults, men and women deserving of respect. However, as our uncivi-
lized actions prove day in and day out, respect is the missing ingredient-
respect for the campus, respect for the workers who clean up after us, and
most importantly respect for ourselves. '
Lisa E. Harrison <$9
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LETTERS To THE EDITOR
Save the Environment, Kill Yourself
To the Editor:
I sat in the Seabury classroom
with my Constitutional Law co-
horts, all of us readying to delve
further in to the deepest realms
of the Constitution to learn
about our civil rights and liber-
ties. But no, our quest was mo-
mentarily halted by the
ConnPIRG informant that began
talking about the upcoming ob-
jectives of ConnPIRG and their
need for me to help them. I was
slightly motivated to help and
somewhat sympathetic to the
cause, but when the blue card
came around for me to express
my interest I only marked that I
would like intern and career re-
lated information sent to me. 1
knew the age-old rumors that
even if I were to put my initials
on the card ConnPIRG would
find and forever bother me until
I gave in and gave them what
they wanted: help. My environ-
mental friendly grandmother
would have been proud thqugh
that in the end her grandson had
shown some interest in a. cause
that her generation championed; -
A few days later the phone
rang with a request by another
ConnPIRGer for me to go to the
general information meeting in
a few days. I told her that I really
only wanted intern and career
related information only to be
answered with more informa-
tion about ConnPIRG and how I
could help. After makingit more
than explicitly clear that 1 really
didn't have the time- to go the
meeting I once again repeated
my request wtitch I thought was
not necessarily asking a lot. Over
the course of the next few weeks
my roommates left messages
saying that ConnPIRG called
again.
This is too much. I do have an
interest in the environment, and
I may have been more persuaded
to join if their recruitment tech-
niques didn't border on harass-
ment.
Drumming up interest is a
valid survival technique for any
interest group. This 1 accept. But
when I receive four voicemails,
all saying exactly the same thing,
I have to wonder who is organiz-
ing their activities. Instead of fo-
cusing on the threat of action
through the promises made in
their recruiting shenanigans,
ConnPIRG should focus on ac-
tion and let their actions speak
for themselves. Though cliched,
it is true; actions do speak louder
than words. By showing the
Trinity Community that they are
actually making a difference,
rather than just talking about it,
ConnPIRG would.create interest
in their organization and not
need to recruit. Yeah, it is also
true that this campus is. not ex-
actly teeming with tree-hugging
activists, in touch with; their
earthy side; nonetheless we are
n o t i g n o r a n t . . • ••••• •
If ConnPIRG would lead and
show they are capable of making
a difference, people would follow.
Most everyone wants to be a part
of something that can and does
make a difference. So far the only
thing that I have seen ConnPIRG
do is incessantly bother me.
Seemingly, they are very good at
this, as practice makes perfect.
Until the members of ConnPIRG
show that they are indeed ca-
pable of action, their .persistent
requ e^stfeWin-vOlVeTrlent left on"q
countless answering machines
will go unanswered.
Sincerely,
Greg Pagnini'00
TALK
The Olympics are over, for better or worse. In case you haven't
been paying attention, which seems to be the case with you folks,
Greg and I had a lovely time watching them from his lovely
couch. Here's the last word:
USA Men's Hockey Team JL Lost. Broke stuff. God blessAmerica.
Tara Lipinski
Struck gold. Screamed like a
•banshee. Much worse than
talking. Stick to selling soup.
Johnny Mosley
360 iron cross grab. Gold
medal. Loaf of bread. 'Nuff
said.
CBS coverage ' !
Lots of commercials. Lots of
talking.. Lots.pf recapping.
Not enough football.
McDonald's
No Olympic athlete would be
caught dead at McDonald's.
Except for Ross.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE.EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod,
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via: • . •.
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582
• E-MAIL: trippd@mail.trincoll.edu
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By ANDREW PETERSON
Opinion Editor
You'll never guess what hap-
pened to me last week. I, being
. the benevolent good-looking
guy that I am, won't make you
flounder around trying to fig-
ure it out. I'll tell you. Nothing.
Another Reading Week has
slipped away leaving me dumb,
confused, and not particularly
well-read.
If you'll recall, the last time
this happened, I entertained (for
your amusement) the possibil-
ity of having been kidnapped
by aliens and subsequently
sodomized in the interests of
interplanetary science in order
to explain my inability to ac-
count for my nine foolishly
squandered days. This time, I'm
pretty sure I went home. I don't
know which was worse.
The bottom line is this: What
exactly are good-looking stu-
dents like myself supposed to
be doing with this Reading
Week, and why in God's name
aren't we doing it? You might
think I should have been read-
ing. That's what I used to think.
The truth is Reading Week was
actually designed by ugly
glasses-wearing nerds for ugly
glasses-wearing nerds. And
that's fine for them, but where
does it leave me? Dumb, con-
fused, and not particularly well-
read you might say, and right
you'd be.
So anyway, I'm done. I've had
it. This is the last time you will
ever read about me sitting
around waiting for cancer to set
in and watching the paint peel.
By this time next year, I'll be
sending you folks a postcard,
telling about how well received
I've been in Hollywood and that
the movie deals were over-
whelming at first, but I was able
to somehow get over it and will
graciously accept the Best
Screenplay nomination on your
behalf while watching the
paint peel in my humble abode
out here in the hills.
Obviously, that's a horrible,
bald-faced lie. There's no way
I'd be sitting around in my man-
sion watching the paint peel
when I could be out rubbing el-
bows with other equally good-
looking Hollywood well-to-do.
But I can't help but wonder
what keeps me from doing that
here every time two hundred
and sixteen hours of free time
come my way.
And the answer is, sadly, that
I don't know. Maybe there's
something in the water. Maybe
it's something in the air. What-
ever it may be, there's a nasty
case of lethargy going around.
My warning to you: avoid it like
other made-up diseases, such as
Stupidity. Because in my opin-
ion (and ironically, I do have
one), there's something about
this place that prevents good-
looking students like myself
from caring about or doing any-
thing. There's a fence down on
Vernon Street. I hear they're tak-
ing it down. They should have
done it sooner.
A DAY IN THE LIFE.
BY DILLON TWOMBLY
Opinion Writer
Despite UN. Secretary-Gen-
eral Annan's recent visit to Iraq
and the inspection agreement
that was reached, the U.S. con-
tinues to debate military action
against weapon sites in Iraq.
The US. needs to strike Iraq;
Saddam Hussein has left the
U.S with no choice but to give
an ultirft|||un. jjyseems clear
that if tj |§|ates(|«reixffi| is
not resgpjted^Jl?e U.sSfSfiU
strike Iraq. The question then
becomes what are the strategic .
aims of these strikes, the de-
struction of Iraqi weapon sites.
or of Saddam's government.
The U.S. does not posses the
military capability to destroy
Iraqi weapon facilities with air
strikes alone. The U.S. would be
forced to commit ground troops
to ensure the destruction of
Iraqi weaponry. This leaves the
U.S. with the option of killing
Saddam, a task that is equally
unrealistic. Placing the U.S. in a
precarious position, for inaction
will significantly undermine
U.S. credibility. The other op-
tion is covert action. The CIA
has made it clear that it is again
planning to overthrow Saddam,
after having failed in three pre-
vious attempts. This option is
unpopular in the White House
due to its small chance of suc-
cess. The CIA has been ineffec-
tive in Iraq since the Gulf War.
Covert operations are far less
costly, both economically and
politically, than military
strikes. In order to overthrow
Saddam, the CIA must develop
popular support and an alter-
native government. After seven
years of sanctions, Iraqis have
suffered greatly and watched
their society plummet to that of
a struggling third world coun-
try, at the ijjipds of the US, The
:essa|§|f support .^ft ,b,e
fined tiffough aggress^Rjro-
paganda campaigns and exploi-
tation of Saddam's brutality.
The }raqi people, aietired of op-
pression and will stand behind
the U.S. to overthrow Saddam if.
the U.S. can assure them of two
things, the first being uncondi-
tional U.S. support. In 1991,
Bush abandoned a Shi'a revolu-
tion in Southern Iraq and thou-
sands . died. Recently in
Northern Iraq a Kurdish coup
sponsored by the CIA failed
when uncovered by the Iraqi
military. In both cases the U.S.
left without rendering the
promised military support to
the Iraqi people. The U.S. has to
be prepared to use military
strikes to support a revolution.
Secondly, the U.S. must not at-
tempt to influence the new gov-
ernment, for the Arab world
will not allow the U.S. to con-
trol Iraq as they controlled Iran.
BY THOM PECK
Opinion Writer
One of the biggest controver-
sies in our country these last
few weeks .has been whether or
not we should take military ac-
tion against Iraq. The educated
answer is no. The idea is that it
will achieve the objective of
forcing Saddam Hussein to al-
low U.N weapons inspectors
acces§ to his palaces where he
States take
military
action
against
Iraq?
xl
ie thing, we will not be
'jSa.ddam/MmsW,, but
the defenseless"people who in-'
habit the country. These people,
of whom Secretary-of State
Madeline Albright said at a
rally in Ohio, "111 make you a
bet.. We care more about the
people of Iraq that Saddam
does," would he the recipients of
one of the heaviest bombing
strikes since Rolling Thunder of
the Vietnam era, which also
didn't work .
The proposed action would
serve no purpose except to have
our country; appear as a Bully
that is picking on a far less pow-
erful opponent. It would also
turn the countries of the world
against us. Even the countries
of the Middle East do not sup-
port our efforts. Kuwait, the re-
cipient of all of Saddam's'
brutality during the Gulf War
has said that they will turn to
the U.S. only as a last resort.
France and Russia also do not
support our efforts. President
Clinton has said that he will not
allow Saddam to, "Defy the will
of the world," and to prevent
him from doing so, it must be
alright if we do so.
The bombings will have the
same effect as the embargo
which has been in placenow for
the last seven years and which
feiflRi inpiac?B|||J Sagpam is
deposed. 'They afreet neither
him nor his goverrftnetit. The
two will affect the very people
we are trying to protect from
him. Public opinion is low but
in a dictatorship/that counts for
absolutely nothing. Marches on
the palace there are very short,
and a person can only take part
in one. . • • ' . . .
The one thing that these so-
called hawks and warmongers
have in common is that they
don't know anything about Iraq,
and while that is nothing to be
ashamed of, given the subject
we are discussing it is nothing
of which to be proud either. The
bombing of Iraq would serve no
purpose other than to change
the opinion of the world from
' fear of Saddam to sympathy for
him. Let's try to talk to these
people before we bomb them
back to the stone age.
Along The long Walk
IF YOU COULD CHANGE ONE THING ABOUT TRINITY,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
TYLER
O'BRIEN '01
"I'd change the
freshman alcohol
policy. We should he
allowed to drink
inside our dorms."
SHANE
COLE '01
"We need ahetter
coffee-house. The
Underground could
definitely stand to
be improved."
PROF.
JAMES BRADLEY
"I'd like to see
more minority
students on
campus."
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When Animals of the
Party Barn Attack
BY MAUREEN KAY
Opinion Writer
So, it's Friday night, and adhering to
the normal Trinity weekend scene, I was
in the "party barn," enjoying the music,
the atmosphere, and the cheap beer. At;
two AM:, as the party died [wandered
down the hall with a female pal of mine:
to the women's bathroom. When to my
dismay it was locked, my friend and I
decided to venture into the men's bath-
room. Perhaps, this was a poor show of
judgement, but when nature calls, and
when you've been drinking the Beast all
night, desperation kicks in. And seeing
as there was no one in the bathroom, we
thought we were safe. Unfortunately,
two drunk, belligerent men decided to
prove us wrong.
As my friend and I entered the bath-
room these two men started screaming
obscenities at us to get out oE the bath"
room! I don't know why they cared; they
did not have to use the bathroom. Maybe
doesn't anyone ever think about the re-
percussions of their actions anymore? I
guess now that it's my third year at Trin-
ity I've seen this behavior too many
times. I can no longer logically dismiss
this behavior, that in any other setting
would imply serious legal conse-
quences. I suppose too that my actions,
. that is sneaking into the men's room,,
would not have taken place had I been
in any other setting, but believe me I've
learned my lesson. Never again will I
cross into that sacred domain known as
"the men's room." I now understand how
protective some men get over this terri-
tory.
I understand that getting drunk im-
pairs your judgement and your ability
to clearly asses situations, but does it
strip your common sense and your
common decency? What I don't under-
stand is this drastic metamorphosis
that occurs on weekends to otherwise
intelligent, good people, but perhaps
that's assuming too much of people like
Mr. O's character.
/ understand that getting drunk impairs your judgement
and your ability to clearly asses situations, but does
it strip your common sense and your common decency?
they were part of the clean up crew and
were a little overzealous about perform-
ing their task of getting everyone out of
the bathroom. Regardless of the reason,
one man, who I will refer to as Mr O (as
in Offender) decided to make it his mis-
sion to let us know we were not wel-
come in the bathroom. And- so, as I'm
standing in the stall, which happened
to have a busted Jock, I hear Mr O enter
the bathroom. Perhaps in seeing that
my stall door was slightly ajar he fig-
ured that this was a perfect opportunity
to teach me that trespassing in the men's.
room is not to be tolerated. Or maybe his
testosterone level, being slightly en-
hanced by the probably obscene
amount of alcohol he had indulged in,
drove him to demonstrate his brute
force. Regardless, as I'm standing in the
stall, I hear a resounding WHAM and
then before I had time to react, the stall
door slams into my head and the back-
side of my hand. It felt as though I had
been hit with a sledgehammer. Mr. O,
perhaps; realizing, what he had done,
bolted from1 the scene, leaving me
bloodied and'bruised! T suppose if I
hadn't been a:) so shocked! b.) in such
pain and c.) slightly tipsy, I would have
found Mr. O and returned the favor, but
because of the state I was in, I didn't re-
act appropriately. ,
I would like to ask this offender what
the hell he was thinking. I do not want
to preach to* him about the morals he
should or should not have, I truly just
want to know what his thought process
is at times. In fact, I have thought a lot
about Mr.p, andmore than anything, I
would like to sit down with him and see
how he would begin to rationalize his
behavior, that is after I had demon-
strated to him the pain that he had in-
flicted on me.
I'll be the first to admit to doing some-
thing stupid, rash, or just plain childish
when I've had a few too many. But,
• Let me take this opportunity to ad-
dress some gender issues also. In fact, I
would like to address Mr. 0 directly,
considering that he was the one who in-
flicted the welt on my head and the cut
on my hand. Didn't anyone ever teach
you never to hit a woman, or for that
•-matter nevertcrslam a-stall doorinto-a
woman's head? I suppose that this is sec-
ondary to the fact that the mentality be-
hind Mr. O's actions is, quite frankly,
disturbing and frightening. Did he
think that because he was drunk, and
because he was a man, he could intimi-
date me with obscenities and physical
harm?
I can guarantee you that had a man
been in the stall, Mr. O would not have
taken the same actions as he did with
me. But I am a woman, and I posed no
physical or immediate threat to him. I
had no form of instant repercussion, so
I was an easy target for his misplaced
aggression. This scares me, but more
than that repulses me that most people
at Trinity dismiss this under the guise
of permissible, drunken behavior.
I1 know that many students have been
upset by the administration's decisions
to tighten up on the alcoholpolicy. I'll
admit that I was apprehensive about re-
turning to Trinity after being abroad
and not being able to drink with the
same freedom I had enjoyed .in past
years. But, if we as students are going to
be granted such loose freedoms, we
must learn to respect them. If not a few
people will ruin it for the rest of us, and
that freedom will be taken away.
So, the next time you get upset about
Campus Safety breaking up late night,
or busting up the party in your room,
you can blame it on people like Mr. O.
They have now set a precedent, and this
behavior is what has come to be ex-
pected of Trinity students. And as for
Mr. 0, thanks for the battle scar, it makes
for a good story!
Editors'Note
In the February 10,1998 issue, a paragraph of Andrew
Weiss' article appeared under J. Russell Fugett's in the "...And
in This Corner" section of the Opinion pages. We would like
to apologize for any confusion or inconvenience this
technicial error may have caused. '.','. ' •. .• . .'/, „,.'
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Tripod: the Voice of Trinity
To the Editor:
I applaud the work that the Tripod staff has
put into the Faculty Spotlight series in the
Features section. This series provides a won-
derful service to the College community. It
allows new faculty to be presented individu-
ally in such manner that we might better
know who is among us, what they have done,
what they feel about being involved with this
community, and how their experiences might
enrich us all. :
Personally, I am honored and flattered to
have been among the first faculty to be inter-
viewed, and I would especially like to praise
the efforts T.K. MacKay, Lisa Harrison, and
Linda Pacylowski, all members of the Tripod
staff.
They have demonstrated what is best about
responsible journalism by responding to my
concerns regarding a publishing error in my
interview and taking the time to utilize les-
sons learned from that scenario to further
expand the possibilities of the Faculty Spot-
light series. They had the maturity and flex-
ibility to see how the Tripod could benefit
from commentary voiced from outside of
their staff room, and I believe that we will all
be the richer for it.
1 have heard people express .their distaste
for the lack of quality in the Tripod's offerings.
I encourage anyone and everyone to express
what you like in the paper, what you dislike,
and what you would like to see. Work con-
structively with the staff of the Tripod to
make the publication that is the ear and voice
of our community an impressive reflection of
what we want, need, and wish to be impor-
tant about this College.
Sincerely,
Hank Lewis
Allan K. Smith Assistant Professor
of Creative Writing in Fiction
For the Freedom of Choice
To the Editor:
I was greatly disturbed at the recent lec-
ture/discussion held with Serrin Foster, ex-
ecutive director of Feminists for Life, an
anti-choice group. I found that, although we
agree abortion is not the answer to the ob-
stacles facing women and their reproductive
choices, our solutions stand in opposition.
The Feminists for Life say that we, as a so-
ciety, have to foster sexual responsibility.
However, one of the things we have to recog-
nize is that sexual responsibility entails, not
only weighing the consequences before en-
gaging in sex, but also knowing the types of
birth control options available. We have to
realize that abstinence-based sex-education
will not stop our teenagers from having sex,
but that a comprehensive, all-inclusive sex-
education that encompasses abstinence, pre-
scription contraception, barrier methods and
a healthy dialogue surrounding sex will help
them to make informed decisions regarding
their sexual acti vi ty. Part of making these de-
cjsions, for women of all ages, is obtaining
••better at<S6ss'ttfibirth central. Why is it that
most health insurance companies offer cov-
erage for surgical abortion, but only thirty-
three percent cover prescription
contraception? We need to make prescription
contraception more available, thereby stress-
ing prevention, rather than abortion.
We need to extend the Family Medical
Leave Act to companies with fewer than fifty
employees and have child care services avail-
able at every job so men and women no longer
feel as though they must choose between a job
and their family.
We need to push the Department of Chil-
dren and Families to look deeper into com-
plaints of child abuse and incest, finding safe
alternatives for those involved; . •••'. ,
We need to erase the stigma around being
a rape victim so that more women will come
for ward and prosecute, bringing more rapists
tojustice.
We need to offer more options for poor
women, allowing them the opportunity to be
with their children, if they so wish, in the
early ages. We need to provide public trans-
portation to jobs and make sure that both
children and their parents receive good health
care.
We have to inform more women about the
availability of EMC (emergency Contracep-
tion), also known as "the morning after pill,"
which can be taken up to seventy-two hours,
af ter intercourse. Because it prevents implan-
tation, pregnancy will not occur, making
abortion unnecessary in those cases.
We need to promote the manufacturing of
RU486 so that women can have safe, medical
abortions rather than having to wait the nec-
essary seven weeks for a surgical abortion.
We need to look at the societal problems of
which abortion is a symptom. Why are
women having abortions? What does society
tell a woman about her worth that causes her
to subject her body to seven or eight abor-
tions? We need to praise wmen's.self-esteem,
'.promote giHs1 sfif-ftSteem in school, through
sports and the arts and at home We need to
put positive images of women in the media
and promote women into positions of public
office.
However, we have to remember that, no
matter how many advances we make, there
will exist exceptional cases, be they cultur-
ally enforced or medical. And there will al-
ways be women who do not want children.
Because of this, we have to keep abortion as a
reproductive choice. Otherwise, women will
once again be "choosing" illegal abortions, the
kind which, prior to Roe v. Wade (1973), killed
an average of five thousand women a year.
Keep women safe by promoting all reproduc-
tive choices for all women.
Sincerely, .
Leslie I. Lax'99
Trin ity Party Scene Not Black and Wh ite
TotheEditor: ' ":•"•" •••. .. ,'
• The subjects of race relations and racism
are rarely dormant on this campus. For those
of us who feel we are not racist, let me chal-
lenge you. This Saturday night is the Player's
Ball held by Imani, the Black Student Union
at Trinity College. The advertisements for the
Ball have been met with various racist com-
ments, including one statement made by a
student who remarked that he would not be
attending such a party where "all the Hart-
ford criminals" were sure to be found.
Granted, hot all the white students at Trinity
feel this way, and certainly most would not
be so overt with their prejudices if they did.
But why then are the parties sponsored by
minority groups at Trinity almost always the
ones white students attend the least.
It has been suggested to me by a black stu-
dent at this school that perhaps white stu-
dents would feel uncomfortable attending a
party where they are the minority. Maybe as
white people we would feel slightly self-
conscious in aroom filled with people of dif-
ferent races, where pur white faces are looked
at by some with curiosity, by others with apa-
thy and even by a small few with hint of ani-
mosity. We should all understand that this is
the experience of a number of black students
every weekend. .• ; •
Another possible seed of doubt as to why
white students might not attend may be the
advertisements for the party. As I mentioned,
those ads have elicited much response. April
Brown '98, suggests that the boththj name,:
"Player's Ball" and the accompanying photo
," of Pam Grier (star of Quentin Tarantino's
,;: lackiejBrown) hold little meaning and appeal.
*/_,& white .students. April feejs!that the; term
1
 player's ball .will not be understood by :tnany
white students, and Pam Grier is not seen as a
sex symbol to the majority of Trinity's popu-
lation. •
Although Ms. Brown's point is understood
and Well, taken, it should not be used: as an
excuse for white students not to go. The par-
ties in the past have not been judged by their
titles, rior their flyers and rarely even for their
sponsors. The parties at the party barn have
been judged good or bad based on the music,
the crowd, and let's face it, for many of us, the,
alcohol consumed. And these parties have
been a success. There has never been an
empty party at the party barn, but many
empty parties in the Cave and the Washing-
ton room in the past. One has to wonder: if
the atmosphere is the same, the music more,
or less the same, and the alcohol plentiful, can
it be anything but prejudice or self-conscious-
ness that will deter white students from at-
tending the Player's Ball?
As a white Trinity student, I will attend the
Ball for the simple reason that I too enjoy the
party barn. Like many of you, that is what I
do on the weekend. I am looking forwardto a:
formal party, one where there should begbod
booze, good music, and I hope a good crowd. I,
hope to see us all there. ,:;..: : '
. Sincerely, . . . . . . . , .'"'*'" .-:':",'
; January .Cohen-'. 99 ••/., ..••;. '•"
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Lack of H.I.V. Testing on
Campus Is Unacceptable
BY BRENDAN P. MCKENNA
Opinion Writer
There were two negatives when I went
in to get my HI V. test done a few months
back. First, the test itself was negative. 1
was clean of both H.LV. Antibodies and
the Sexually Transmitted Diseases that I
so feared. But, unfortunately, the other
negative was the Medical Office.
I went in that day, last semester, hop-
ing that the office could help me with
these sensitive issues. I read up on the
AIDS brochures that sat on the table in
the waiting room. I grabbed a couple of
the condoms that had been placed out.
It seemed like this was the place that was
best suited to either provide the services
or at least point me in the right direction.
Twiddling my thumbs, I debated
whether it was even necessary to get it
done. I had gotten tested while I was
abroad in South Africa. But, my mind
told me, six months had passed since I
had last gotten it done.
Finally, I was called in by the recep-
tionist. I expected a positive outcome,
after all, this was where services should
have been provided. I hoped that Trin-
ity coordinated these services for free,
considering that we are the age group
most at risk for the disease that has killed
millions across the world. When I asked
the nurse, she had this bewildered ex-
pression on her face. I explained my
health concerns; I. wanted to be sure 1
was clean, for my peace of mind. She
asked me if 1 was gay.
Shocking as it,is, it seems that the
Medical Office still views AIDS and H.I.V.
as a "gay disease." Then she pulled out a
yellowed note card. She suggested that 1
call the number on it. Lasked where- it
was, and she replied, "it's on Blue Hills'
Avenue." It occurred to me that this was
across town, not easily accessible for
someone without a car. It was my turn
for a bewildered expression. Dumbly, I
quickly left, not asking questions. Luck-
ily, I took my own initiative, and traveled
to the Community Center on Broad
Street. A five minute walk away, it was
just past Sam's. There, I was counseled
on a one-on-one basis. The staff was
knowledgeable, knowing that I needed
questions answered.
It was at this place, just on the edge of
campus, that I turned to. It was too bad
that the Medical Office did very little to
help me. They did not provide the test
themselves. They were either unable or
unwilling to answer my concerns. The
disease of AIDS is apparently still a ta-
boo that Trinity has not effectively ad-
dressed.
While thinking about writing this, I
asked several of my friends what
thoughts they had on the disease. I
wanted to know if they had been tested.
I was curious about their familiarity
with what Trinity provided. Many were
unable to say that they had ever been
tested. None recalled that they had
heard much about AIDS on campus.
Later, I learned of further problems
with the Medical Office in regards to
AIDS. Another friend had gone in to get
some blood work done for a health con-
cern unrelated to H.I.V She had asked a
nurse there if it was conceivable that this
testing would also be able to determine
if she was clear of thatdisease. The nurse
said, "don't worry, you don't look like
you'll have a problem."
It has been years since I last sat in a
health class. At the time, I was just a teen-
ager, not sexually active and not believ-
ing that AIDS was a risk. The condoms
we were given quickly became balloons.
Trinity men and women joke about their
latest hook-ups. The "walk of shame"
often appears in the top ten list of our
own newspaper. Jokes about sexuality
have not diminished with our "increas-
ing maturity."
Another old joke on this campus, is
that the Medical Office gives Sudafedto
cure ear aches to the flu:*Afb$, Hl'V;1
Sexually Transmitted Diseases, these
cannot be cured by Sudafed. In fact, they
cannot be cured at all. It is about time
that this campus realizes they all can
and do happen to our peers across the
world and within our own hallowed
halls. Inaction, misinformation and jok-
ing about serious issues such as this is a
recipe for disaster.
Sexuality Frustration
BY LISA WELKER
Opinion Writer
This week I want to address the close-
mindedness of this campus, specifically
relating to sexuality. When I first arrived
at college, I thought that it would be this
great new experience where everybody
would come from different backgrounds
and that the experience would teach me
new things. But I came to Trinity and be-
came surrounded by an elitist attitude. I
hate to generalize, but when looking at
Trinity you get the idea that most of the
kids come from wealthy backgrounds
and are used to getting what they want
when they want it. I know that everyone
here is not like this, so if you aren't, don't
get offended — I am not speaking about
you.
People here are unbelievably close-
minded about several things. I'm not sure,
exactly why, but I think it's because they
come from these rich families where ev-
erything is handed to them. They also
typically only surround themselves
with others like them. So when faced
with adversity /diversity, they shun it.
Homosexuality on this campus seems
virtually non-existent. When we see
"one" on campus we all say, "Hey, that's
the gay guy" or "Did you know she's a les-
bian?" This is what I want to say to you:
"WHO CARES?" What difference does
it make what sexual preference some-
body has? Would you be totally offended
or scared if your best friend told you he/
she had kissed a member of the same
sex? Think about that for a second. I love
my friends dearly, but some of them
might flip if I were to tell them I had
kissed another girl. '
Kissing another girl would not make
me a lesbian. 1 think that's what scares
most students here. And the fact that I
would have to defend myself against this
label is ridiculous in itself. If you've ever
felt attracted to the same sex, but dis-
missed the idea because you thought
that your friends would think you're a
"weirdo" or not like you anymore, then
you are a victim of Trinity's close-
mindedness. It's not your fault. Trinity
is a small campus and our actions are
closely guarded, so you'd better be care-
ful about what you do or you could end
up the topic of conversation on Sunday
morning at brunch.
There doesn't seem to be any middle
ground. You are either gay or straight
and the category you fall into will either
make or break you. I guess what 1 don't
understand is why sexuality has to de-
fine one's identity. This issue of a "mas-
ter status" has come up several times in
the past week in two of my classes. It's
interesting to me why society, or in this
case, Trinity, feels the need to define a
person's capabilities or character based
on their sexual preference. The whole
thing doesn't make much sense to me,
but then again prejudice never did. I'm
not trying to tell you that I am some great
person for thinking this way, 1 just want
you to take a closer look at who you are
becoming here.
Can you say that you have grown in
the time you have spent here? Do you
think college has broadened your mind?
Or are you still following the patterns set
by other students here? As long as oth-
ers aren't hurt in the process, you should
be allowed to express yourself in any
way you choose without being defined
as some kind of deviant character.
Reexamine yourself. Make yourself
open to possibilities. Try not to care so
much what other people think about
you.
Thy Drugs Are Quick
BY JESSICA M. HUGHES
Opinion Writer
THE AUKIN6S O M P*TE R*PE.
We all have done it. You need to light a
cigarette, use the bathroom or switch the
weight of your coat to the other arm. In
order to accomplish these tasks you need
to put your drink down, because of
.course we all would have a-drink in our
hand. Unsuspiciously you place it on the
nearest surface—bar, table, or ledge.
Maybe you forget about it for a few min-
utes as the nicotine vice has momen-
tarily taken precedence. You resume
drinking again as you don't want to Iose:
the buzz that has already made you feel
so confident, ^However,, upon finishing,
the cocktail you feel rather intoxicated.:
You are. not sure whether the drink was
really strong, your tolerance has de-
creased, or not eating all day really did
make you get drunk quicker. or perhaps
a roofie, a mickey or a "forget pill," has
unsuspectingly been placed into your
drink. The sedation will spon set in..
Sedating substances, the most com-
mon being flunitrazepam, known as
Rohypnol, are often used as rape drugs.
When taken in combination with alco-
hol all inhibitions are lost, but that is the
least of it. Motor coordination will cease
as will your ability to stay awake. Blood
pressure decreases and breathing capa-
bility becomes extremely difficult. This
is a prime tool used by rapists as an un-
conscious victim is a much easier target.
Not only will the individual that had
been drugged be completely unaware of
what is going on but they will black out
while under the influence of these drugs.
The other forms of Mickey Finns, as
they are traditionally called, could be
GHB—known as "easy lay", "trip and
fall"or ketamine—known as Special K.
These subsatnces all belong in the fam-
ily of benzodiazephines, like Valium or
Xanax. As of yet there is no aesthetic way
of determining if your beverage has been
drugged—you can't see or smell it. It can
dissolve rather quickly as these sedatives
can be in a powder, pill, tablet or liquid
form. Hoffman-La Roche, the pharma-
ceutical company that distributes
Rohypnol only outside of the U.S., has
been considering a way in which these
substances could change the color of the
drink to bright blue as to prevent any
unwarranted sedation.
What do you do if you feel these tell-
tale signs—dizziness, confusion and im-
paired judgement — more than usual?
Find a friend. If you. indeed have been
slipped a roofie then.your subsequent
actions are crucial for your safety. The
• effects of the drug will befell ,within 30
„.minutes and will last up to Shours with.
•3,2 mg dose. If you want to prosecute the
individual that tampered wittiyouf bev-
erage then a urine test is recommended
within 72 hours to detect the drug. The
test-can be performed at emergency
rooms or rape crisis centers and is free.
However, the sedation may set in before
you are aware of what is happening. If
you do suspect that you have been raped
under the influence of one of these
drugs, you will need to get a rape kit per-
formed as soon as possible. This will not
only collect ev idence, it will test for STD's
and detect whether you have been
drugged. Possession of the drug, in the
U.S. will find you in prison for 20 years
along with expensive fines according to
Clinton's 1996 "Drug Induced Rape Pre-
vention and Punishment Act." Rohypnol
presence has drastically increased on
college campuses. Even at this micro-
cosm known as Trinity the use of recre-
ational Rohypnol is apparent, indicated
by psychology surveys. Not only does
this put all those that partake at a risk
but increases the potential for these acts
of violence.
In the meantime, in order to prevent
this from occurring at all, try to keep an
eye on your drinks—don't leave them
unattended. Cheers!
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Eating Disorder Awareness
Raised In RIBS Programs On The Beat
BY LIZ KISZONAS
News Writer
Ten to fifteen percent of col-
lege women are bulimic. Only
one out of every 100,000
women have the body of a
model. Eighty percent of all ten
year-olds diet. If you find these
statistics at allalarming, Eating
Disorder Awareness Week was
•Instituted to address such dis-
turbing statistics as these.
From February 23-27, a week
long series of programs was at
Trinity to discuss the phenom-
enon of the eating disorderepi-
demic. The goal of Eating
Disorder Awareness Week is to
raise the consciousness level of
our society concerning the ob-
session we have with fat. The
week's programs culminated in
a talk given by Arizona based
psychologist, Dr. Rosalyn Mead-
ows, entitled, "Good Girls Don't
Eat Dessert: Changing your Re-
lationship to Food and Sex."
Dr. Meadows addressed the
obsession of today's society
with body image. Constantly,
men and women in our society
are presented with images of
the ideal body. On TV, in mov-
ies, in magazines, the suggestion
is always there to lose weight, to
try to measure up to the stan-
dards of beauty to which we are
constantly exposed. Terms
such as 'heroine chic' are rarely
realized to be as destructive as
they sound. Ads for miracle di-
ets and fat pills proliferate the
media, but the effects of such a
constant barrage of negative
body images are kept down low
The fact that many college men
and women are bulimic or
anorexic is not something the
media cares to advertise.
There are several factors that
tend to contribute towards eat-
ing disorders among college
students, including the stresses
of schoolwork, time constraints,
and relationships. To address is-
sues such as these, Joyce O'Dea,
a Registered Dietitian comes to
Trinity twice a month to meet
with students to discuss various
dietetic issues. Jon Small, Direc-
tor of Food Services, brought
O'Dea in, as he saw a growing
need among students to discuss
various issues ranging from
Vegetarianism and diabetes, to
weight loss and eating disor-
ders.
"Students frequently come to
me saying, 'Well, I'm wondering
about this or that in my diet,
and I'm wondering if I need to
change anything.' I try to study
a student's eating habits, create
a health profile, and then we
can work towards developing a
healthy diet for them." said O'
Dea.
"There's a lot of nutritional
misinformation out there, and I
think it's really important for
students to have someone to
talk to who knows what they're
talking about," O' Dea added.
"A resource such as Ms. O'Dea
is absolutely vital to a college
campus. Eating healthy should
definitely be a concern of stu-
dents," said the Medical Office's
Donna Pitts.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
Trinity Dietician Joyce O'Dea helps to treat students
with eating disorders
* Correction
„ Anarxideiivthejanuary27,
overstated the'rise in students
in the Freshman class. Ac-
cording to statistics from the
Admissions Office, the num-
ber of students in the Fresh-
man class has increased by 30
students since 1992, and the
number of total undergradu-
ates has risen by 59 students.
The Tripod regrets the error.
NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Drive-By Shooting at Penn
One person was killed and three others, including a University of Pennsylvania
student; were Wounded in related on-campus shootings following the Philadelphia
Public League High School Boys Basketball Championship last weekend. The incidents
all occurred on 33rd Street at about 4:10 PM. Witnesses described hearing a series of
gunshots that sounded like fireworks shortly after the tournament ended and throngs
of fans began leaving the building and filling the street. According to witnesses and
police, the incidents were the result of a drive-by shooting in which a suspect inside a
car fired an automatic or semi-automatic gun at least 15 times before fleeing west on
Walnut Street. Several police officers on the scene said that they suspect the shootings
were related to a fist fight between two fans inside the building during half time of the
game. A 22-year old man was pronounced dead at the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania after being shot in the back, according to HUP and University Police
officials. A HUP spokesperson refused to release the victim's name. The Penn student
wounded in the shooting, John La Bombard '98, is being treated for a gunshot wound to
his left leg at Allegheny University Hospitals-Hahnemann in Center City Philadelphia.
Anti-Semetic Graffiti Found at Dartmouth
An investigation is currently underway into a racial slur found on the door frame of
a Channing Cox apartment of four undergraduate females, stating "Death to You"
underneath a Star of David. The markings were found at around 5:00 PM last Tuesday
by one of the four female residents of the apartment — three of whom are Jewish. The
message was written in black ink and small in size, according to one of the residents, all
of whom wish to remain anonymous. A second Star of David was subsequently found
on a nearby door frame by a custodian, written with what appeared to be the same pen,
according to one resident. This time, however, there was no slur or offensive remark
attached. Dartmouth Campus Police and the Hanover Police were notified of the slur's
existence shortly afterward, and both departments are proceeding with a formal
investigation into "criminally threatening behavior motivated by hostility based on
race/' according to a letter written in The Dartmouth from Dean of the College Lee
• Pelfon. . ;
uwire.com March 2,1998
Thief Realizes He Could Have
Stolen A Better Car
A car in the Summit Street "E" parking lot, across
from Funston, was stolen sometime between February
12 and 15. The car was discovered missing by its owner
on February 15, and glass was found on the ground next
to where the car was parked.
The Hartford Police were notified and discovered
the Black 1990 Oldsmobile Cutlass later that day in
Charter Oak Terrace, about three miles from campus.
The car had been in an accident and had extensive
damage to the exterior and the steering column.
Hartford Police has no suspects at this time and will
continue to investigate.
Campus Safety Applies For
Temporary Tag
At 3:05 AM on February 13, a student spotted a
white male and a black male tampering with a Campus
Safety car parked near the Austin Arts Center. The
student notified Campus Safety, and the officer returned
to find that the front license plate had been removed.
There are no suspects at this time. .
Chicken Cordon Bleu Will Now
Be Served Ice Cold
Sometime during the night of February 12, two
industrial-sized microwave ovens, valued at $600, were
removed from a locked area of the Mather dining hall.
Campus Safety and Hartford Police are currently
reviewing security videotapes from Mather in the hope
that they can assist with the investigation.
Kids Fight Over Mr. T Starter Kit
On February 22, a group of juveniles in the Chapel
parking lot had jewelry stolen from them by another
group of juveniles. Among the items taken were a gold
bracelet, gold crucifix, and a silver ring.
The victims notified Campus Safety and Hartford
Police about the incident to report the thefts. Because
they could identify the thieves, Hartford Police was able
to simply go over to their houses and recover the stolen
property.
The thieves have been referred to Juvenile Court
and asked not to appear on Trinity College property.
Free Playboy Channel Seekers
Thwarted
A security screen in Stowe dormitory was spotted
on February 23 with several holes in it. The residents
had cut the holes in order to run cable television wires
through. ' • • - . ;
Campus Safety removed the cable wires and the
students will be responsible for repairs to the screens.
Whatever Isn't Stolen, Win Be
T o w e d . . ' • ••'.;, ' ^ - M : . V - . ; . . • • . ( " • , /'•'•'"•'•. '
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly reminds
students that Hartford Police has stepped up
enforcement of the "Scoff Law," which states that cars
with a high number of outstanding City of Hartford
parking tickets will be towed and impounded.
Owners of the cars will be liable for all unpaid
tickets before the car can be returned.
In addition, Campus Safety distributed over $30,000
worth of parking ticket fines to the business office,
which will be distributed to students.
Miami Vice Not As Lenient As
Trin-Trin Campus Safety
A high-ranking SGA official had a run in with the
law as she attempted to illegally consume alcohol at a
Florida bar. The student attended an SGA function with
her peers and President Dobelle, and attempted to gain
access to alcohol.
According to sources, the bouncer allowed the
student to enter the bar after displaying a fake ID, but
thereafter telephoned the police. When the police
arrived on the scene, the young woman was asked to
leave the bar and was threatened with arrest for the use
of false identification. President Dobelle intervened and
told the police that he would be responsible for her
safety.
The President's Office has declined comment
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Tim Slotover '98 Makes Bid
For City Council In London
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN
News Editor
Many graduating seniors are
filling their final term at Trin-
ity with mammoth theses, four-
credit internships, and job
searches. However, Tim
Slotover '98 is taking a slightly
different approach to this' se-
mester. Slotover was recently
nominated as a candidate for
the British Conservative Party
and will be running for a seat on
the Westminster City Council
in London this April. •
Slotover and his family are
from London, and although he
has attended school in the
United States since 11th grade,
he plans on moving back to En-
gland after graduation to attend
law school. He is a political sci-
ence major, former news editor
of the Tripod, and a licensed
commercial pilot and flight in-
structor.
"I've been involved with the
party since last year's general
election, and knowing that the
City Council elections we're
coming up this year, I wanted to
be as involved as I could," said
Slotover. "I was selected by lo-
cal party officials to be one of
the candidates for these seats.
"Although the ward is cur-
rently held by Labour, I intend
to not let the Labour candidate
win by default by providing the
electorate with an alternative to
their current representative.
"I believe that a stable family
and good education are the key
ingredients to anyone's success
and, if elected, I would vigor-
ously pursue policies which
will ensure' that all are given the
tools to succeed. The Conserva-
tives have already achieved
milestones at the helm of the
Westminster City Council and
I hope to be able to offer the elec-
tors of Harrow Road the reprer
sentation that has served the
rest of Westminster so well in
the past." .. ,
Slotover has been granted
. permission from his professors
to complete his course require-
ments early and do any other
work from the UK. He plans to
leave Trinity in early April and
campaign until the election on
May 7.
"Although 1 will be getting
out the message in my ward,
much of my time will be spent
campaigning for the Party in
other areas of the City of
Westminster to ensure an over-
all Conservative majority on the
Council," said Slotover.
RLE PHOTOWestminster City
Council Conservative Party
candidate Tim Siotover '98.
WORLD NEWS
Security Council Warns Iraq to Comply With
Weapons inspectors •
 :
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The Security Council reached tentative agreement Monday on a reso-
lution warning Iraq of "severest consequences" if it violates an arms inspection deal. The council
began meeting in the evening to vote on the resolution.
•:.; But agreement on theresolutioricarne only •aft^i'e^faiqofiqtilin.i^isSJS insisted on guarantefes
that it would not give automatic approval to a military attack-iflraqbreafes; the accord. Since last
week,,the British and Japanese, who sponsored the resoliitiony:have cirGulated several versions in an
attempt to satisfy all council members, the original draft warned iraq'of "severest consequences" if
itviolated the accord. That wassoftened^riday to "very seri^
attempt to placate Washington, the- "severest consequences" phrase 'was reinserted iritot&e^excon.
M o n d a y " .:: .- . , ' . • •' ': ••'• i ; •• !•:;••• •/•. -;: '.'•.;'.•' V - '-•:• : ; i . ^ ^ • [ i W - ' ; ! " ' : : ' ' ^ - ' , ? ^ ^ ' ^ : ? ^ ^ : ^ ^ - ' '
:,' ••••.:•••;;;: s ••• " Y •:• : : ; 0 : ' \ : ' : : :,:j - : S [ ^ \ ] - ^ 3 ' r : ^ : ; W i f f l
^ B r i t a i n ^ M
on Monday^ Tliebulk^
two sons, Eriflce WilliainHS, arid Prince Harry, 13. They-wrllndt:;M;entf^
Other beneficiaries were Diana^ 11^
among Diana^s possessions/arid iher formeri.1iiyjiie£^$
id'pi^tjijtefe
eficiaries, Thermal; fomliy; has been 'anxibu5;W.£ypi&^
h l j l l ' ^
dra^riUji^
foresee; the way; tilings: turned out; for the .princess;;: Mbst'of.fltKe; princess^; es|ar.e: conies Irqrhf tKe:
estimated^ 17 rriilh'on founds divorce settlement she A ^
• • • . • • • ; ; : > • • v " • : • . ^ y ' v . : • : < , : - - : 7 ' • • . , '!-•". r : ^ : / - ' ^ > : m L \ : i M > ' ' ^ •
-: American Hiding ire Israel Agrees to Stand Trial
JERUSALEM -! An American, teenager has agreed to; leav l^ Israel to stand trial for iuurdef in the'
United States provided he will not face the ideath penalty andeanserve any jail time in, Israej, his;:
lawyer said on Monday David Libai, representing lT-year-old Samuel Sheinbein, told reportef s his
e l i e n t f e a r e d & r h i s l i f e i n a U S j a i l . • . . • • ; v : . ••• : ; ' ' ;.• y -.•;•;; '••• ;; • • , ; . . ; • : ••".;•:.,;; 4 ; . r , ; . • • ] . - ;.,.•' . : ; j : / : ,
:
 The iVPUth fled Maryland last September to avoid facing; trial for thekilling: of Alf red:Tello,, 19,
whose bpdyjwas found burned and without arms and legs. The United •St^ tes'ksked\Fp];.;h '^eXtradi:;
tion. Local p^ice suspect Sheinbein an^
g l n ^
A New je r sey^ge i i l s^u^
in Cassis tan^sqdutmas^
refect^-atguiftents:^
.^.vbffreeja&oaatiotf
tonla^MR^versing::aVl9^
|;ine;m!fers:fj-pnj^
liijg'Miiti irii i9f 0' | | i : le£|hin j^f # a S : g ^ t ? ^ p | o u ^
"• 1a^fe:a :n ; f f i^ ie^|EQp; ' |^ ;
:eiby :SCDui;&®iiSs : iti<itory:W;at;S^J^ ?•;;;:"::; • yp:y V • :J;'!; J';?.'::.'';: ':•:• I •;: !• l'1 •::
New Dorm Slated
For Summit St.
continued from page one
In addition, nearly $1 million
in work on the Life Sciences
Center itself will be necessary
in order to mitigate noise and
vibration during construction.
In addition to noise disrupt-
ing classes and offices, the Life
Sciences Center houses labora-
tories that would be disturbed •
by the construction. Acoustical
experts Cavenough & Tocci
have inspected the building and
determined that special sound-
proof windows can be installed,
making the building impervi-
ous to construction noises out-
side. This will cost about
$120,000 to complete.
The windows would have to
be left closed during construc-
tion, however, which necessi-
tates that a new heating and
ventilation system be installed
in the Life Sciences Center. This
would cost an additional
$800,000. Both expenses were
'unanticipated.
In addition" to the extra con-
struction costs, the Board felt
that waiting until Phase II of the
Master Plan would benefit the
design of the new. dorm. By
then, work will have been com-,
pleted on major academic
buildings such as the Library,
Austin Arts Center and the Stu-
dio Arts Building slated for
Phase I. As a result, the design
for a residence hall in the imme-
diate vicinity will respond to
and benefit from the design of
these academic buildings
rather than vice versa. ;
Mullen also,notes that by
constructing the residence hall
on Summit Street first, Trinity
will minimize the size and dis-
ruption of construction around
the Central Quad of campus.
While many students are
happy to see more hosing avail-
able, they are also concerned
with how the change of south
campus will occur.
Funston resident Kathy
Woodcock '00 stated, "I under-
stand the need for more housi ng
on campus, but my only con-
cerns are that this dorm will be,
well placed so that Funston
doesn't lose its sunlight, and
that this new building does not
look awkward wedged between
MCEC and Funston."
"We should be concentrating
on renovations for the beautiful
buildings we have now," said
Adam Orr '00. "I feel that the
campus is cluttered enough."
Hartford
Ganim Quits Governor's Race
Mayor Joseph Ganim, who for weeks had been inching closer
to a run for governor, announced Monday he will not enter the
race. At a city hall news conference, Ganim threw his support
behind Democratic front-runner Barbara Kennelly, who is seek-
ing to unseat Republican Gov.John G. Rowland this fall. In bow-
ing out, Ganim said he wanted to ensure a unified Democratic
Party. Ganim met Sunday night with Kennelly and said the two
share the same goals for the state of Connecticut: better educa-
tion; a better environment and less burdensome property taxes.
Kennelly has run a lackluster campaign so far, and it has
showed in the poll. She sank to 17 points behind Rowland in a
Quinnipiac College poll last month of more than 1,000 register
voters. But Ganim fared even worse in the poll, trailing Rowland
by 33 points in a hypothetical matchup with the governor. With
Ganim out of the picture, Democrats hope Kennelly can rev up-
her campaign and concentrate on winning the general election
in November.
.'..'. . The Hartford CourantMarch 2,1998
Gang Shooting Finally Solved
The man wlio has admitted to pulling the trigger in a fatal
gang shooting in Hartford's Pope Park is not the same man Hart-
ford Police charged with murder. U.S. Attorney John H. Durham
has alleged Hartford police ignored forensic findings and wit-
nesses statements to prosecute the wrong man for last June's garig
killing: The man the FBI says is responsible,Julio Ramos, pleaded
guilty Friday in US/District Court to killing Enriqde Ramirez in
June 1997 during a Puerto Rican festival.
The FBI arrested Ramos, 20, two days after the shooting of
Ramirez, 25, a onetime leader of the Los Solidos gang, who ha;d
recently broken with other gang members. Ramos "was stand-
ing guard over Los Solidos leaders at the festival when a brawl
broke out. To protect a gang leader from Ramirez, Ramos pulled
a 9 mm handgun from a sneaker box and shot Ramirez in the
back, Durham said. ': . \ ;
But Hartford police pursued .their own investigation and ac-
cused the federal agents of arresting the wrong man; even after
learning about the taped confessions, he said. In December^  Hart-
ford police charged Rivera, .23, with Ramirez's killing, meaning
two men had been arrested in the same death, one on federal
charges and the other on state chargesrHartford State's Attorney
James Thomas declined to say Friday whether he will;drop
charges against Rivera, now that Ramos has confessed and has
agreed to testify in defense of Rivera, who has been jajled on $1
million bail. • . • - • • . - . • ,
TheHartfordCourant,March2,1998
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Panel Addresses The Personal Aspect Of Gangs
Community Leader Father Lou Patruzo Cautions Against Cycle of Violence
BY DAN BERMAN
News Editor
As Trinity continues its ef-
forts to open the campus to the
surrounding neighborhoods,
the College community re-
cently had a chance to meet two
people on the front lines of the
war against gang violence in
Hartford. The opportunity
came in the form of a panel ad-
dressing the causes of and solu-
tions to gang violence and
crime around Trinity,
The Thursday, February ?6
panel discussion was sponsored
by the Phi Kappa Educational
Foundation and featured Coor-
dinator of the Institute for Vio-
lence Reduction at the UConn
School of Social Work Father
Lou Patruzo and former Los
Solidos gang member Geanie
Kase of the Hartford Youth
Peace Initiative. The program
was moderated by Trinity
Chaplain Rt. Rev. Steven
Charleston.
Patruzo, who has been active
in Hartford for several years,
spoke about the reoccurring
cycle of gang activity. The cycle
begins with large-scale gang
violence, followed by mass-ar-
rests and lockup of gang mem-
bers. This in turn causes a lull
and temporary decrease in
crime. Upon gang members're-
lease from jail, the cycle begins
again,
Patruzo criticized the city's
response to gang violence of
locking up as many members as
possible, saying it does not ad-
dress the underlying causes of
violence. These causes include
poor education, economics, and
the feeling of alienation young
people experience within their
own community.
" "The city's policies were guar-
anteeing that this cycle would
continue endlessly," said
Patruzo.
"He [Patruzo] has been one of
the most selfless workers for
getting youngsters out of
gangs," said Director of Campus
Safety Brian Kelly. "Father
Patruzo is thinking about other
ways to intervene before young-
sters and juveniles need to be
locked up."
Kase, a single mother of two
and a former gang member,
spoke about her experience as a
member of Los Solidos in Frog
Hollow. Kase said that her eye-
opener to the problems of gang
violence occurred when an
eight-year old girl was killed in
a drive-by shooting. Kase ex-
pressed her concern about chil-
dren in the surrounding
Left to Right: Father Lou Patruzo, Right Reverend Steven Charleston,
and Geanie Kase present a forum on gang violence.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
communities who do not un-
derstand the dangers of gang
violence and imitating and be-
havior of gang members.
The issue of Trinity's involve-
ment in the community was a
major one in the discussion.
The focus, however, was on per-
sonal involvement in the com-
munity rather than Trinity's
financial efforts.
Kase noted that neighbor-
hood kids "aren't involved in the
efforts to clean up the commu-
nity." As a remedy, both Patruzo
and Kase emphasized that per-
sonal contact between Trinity
students and the community is
needed and can be beneficial to
kids in the community as well
as to students.
"When you meet someone
personally, the impact can go
both ways," said Patruzo.
Students attending the event
agreed that more involvement is
necessary to insure a better
neighborhood.
"A lot of students are afraid
of the opening up [of the. cam-
pus] because they don't have ex-
perience with the community,
said Heather McAleer '99. "I
think the event got people
thinking about issues... hope-
fully sparking interest in get-
ting involved in the
community."
Andrew Mescon '00 com-
mented, "people need to become
more aware of the community.
We. aren't educating the youth
until it'stoo late."
INVESTMENT BANKING
You CAN
GET LOST
AT A HUGE
INVESTMENT
BANK, OR
JOIN US AND
FIND OUT
HOW GOOD
YOU REALLY
ARE.
,: .© 1^98 prudential Securities Incorporated.: :••
;MernrjerSipC5 Prudential Securities Incorporated;
jsait Equalpppprtijrtity Employe'CV/F/P/V)
My Analyst friends at other banks
can't believe I work on so many live
deals and-frequently take on Associate
responsibility. We definitely do things
a lot differently here."
TOM SHEEHAN/ANALYST
Telecom/Media BA, YALE, 1997
N o other investment bank this size
lets ah analyst make his or her mark
as quickly as Prudential Securities.
Because we're an investment bank on
the move, you can grow as rapidly
as we are.
You'll get tremendous responsibility
early on. You'll work on small deal •
teams and interact with senior invest-
ment bankers. And you'll often deal
directly with the top management of
our client companies.
So if you're the kind of person who
can perform like a banker, think like an
entrepreneur and want to find out how
good you really are, Prudential
Securities is the place for you.
Prudential Securities is not stuffy,
staid or complacent. We're an aggres-
sive, energetic investment bank on the
move and our people reflect this spirit.
We win business because we out
think and out hustle our competitors.
It's an exhilarating challenge that
fosters an atmosphere of creativity
and personal initiative at every level
of the firm.
Ours is also a culture of service, not
privilege. We all work together to give
our clients the best service possible.
At Prudential Securities, we think
and act differently. And that's made all
the difference to our growing success.
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Applications To Trinity
Continue To Increase
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Senior Editor
The admissions office at Trin-
ity has received almost all of its
applications and has accepted a
pool of early decision applicants
for the class of 2002. Applica-
tion numbers for both early de-
cision and regular decision are
up this year relative to last year.
Over the next month, admis-
sions officers will be reading
applications and making final
decisions on the regular appli-
cant pool, which will be final-
ized by April 1.
Early decision is a process
that has become increasingly
popular in recent years because
of the attention it has received
in the media. There are two
early decision options at Trinity.
For the first option, students
must turn in their application
in the fall and are informed of
their acceptance before Christ-
mas. In the second option, ap-
plicants have the same deadline
as regular admission candi-
dates, but learn of their accep-
tance earlier. :
Early decision option one is
upl'4% from last year. That is,
there were 139 early decision
candidates for the class of 2001
compared to 159 candidates for
the class of 2002. While the
.. percentage of applicants is up,
the number of accepted stu-
dents went down 8% from 104
in 1997 to 96 in 1998. Vice Presi-
dent for Enrollment Manage-
ment Christopher Small said
that fewer early decision appli-
cants were accepted because
"we decided to take a stronger
group of early decision candi-
dates this year."
Early decision option two ap-
plications also went up this year.
Going from 153 in 1997 to 199 in
1998, the number of applica-
tions raised 30%. Last year, 71
of the applicants were accepted.
It has not yet been determined
which of this year's applicants
will be accepted. Small at-
tributes the jump in early deci-
sion II applicants to regular
students changing to ED II at
the last minute.
Students switch to early deci-
sion because they have a better
chance of acceptance than if
they are in the regular applicant
pool. According to Small, "we
want people who want us. We
don't want to fill the freshmen
class with a bunch of Yale
wannabees."
The regular decision appli-
cant pool also grew this year, but
not as significantly as it has in
past years. In the span of three
years, Trinity has increased the
number of applicants by over
1,000. This year was the third
consecutive record year for
Trinity.
As of February 26, there were:
4,173 applications compared to
4,104 at the same time last year.
Small cites two
factors that have
contributed to
the tapering off
of application
growth this year.
First, students
are filing fewer
multi-applica-
tions than they
have in past
years. Closely
related to this is
the fact that the
t r e m e n d o u s
emphasis on
early decision
means that
more people are
being admitted
early so they do
not have to file
additional' ap-
plications.
Small stated
that even
though the
growth of appli-
cations is not as
dramatic this
year, "the appli-
cant pool is a big
and as strong as
in past years." In fact, the qual-
ity of accepted students has
gone up since there are more
applicants and the college can
be more selective.
Not only is Trinity receiving
more applications than it ever
has, it is also outpacing many
rival institutions in attracting
Let The Games Begin,,.
Caleb Sayer'00 tosses a frisbee in front of Northram, •„ ;
Spring-like weather has allowed numerous Trinity students to take
to the lawn early this year. , ., ; ,. .
AUXPECK
applicants. According to Small,
"the general trend at NESCAC
schools is that applications are
even or decreasing relative to
last year.".Amherst, Bowdoin,
Bates, Colby, Hamilton, and
Haverford have all seen their
applications drop noticeably for
the 1998-99 year. Williams and
Davidson are roughly even, and
Tufts is witnessing an increase.
Furthermore, there is evidence
of an increase in applications to
schools located in urban areas.
In addition to Tufts and Trinity,
applications are increasing at
Columbia, UPenn, and other
universities in major cities.
"Teamwork Isn't a cliche at this
investment bank, it's real. You have
to be ready to do whatever
it takes to win."
DONALD YOUNG/ANALYST
Telecom/Media, AB, HARVARD, 1996
A t Prudential Securities, our
four- or five-person deal teams share a
camaraderie you don't often find at
other firms. There's no rigid hierarchy
or layers of bureaucracy. And everybody
pulls their weight.
As a team player, you'll be under the
guidance of some of the most experi-
enced Managing Directors in the industry.
They'll help you sharpen your skills
and provide the in-depth knowledge you
need to advance your career.
We encourage our people to care
about one another and to help each other.
We also want everyone to have fun.
Because if you don't enjoy what you're .
doing, you're not going to do it well.
"Our training goes beyond the
fundamentals and g/ves.us the real-world
knowledge you'll need to handle just
about any assignment you're given."
ADAM SCOTCH/ANALYST
M&A, BA, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 1996
Prudential Securities' training
program for analysts is rigorous and
extensive This allows our analysts to
assume more responsibility sooner
because they've been thoroughly trained
and have demonstrated to Senior man- •
agement the maturity to accept such
responsibility. • •
The people who usually do best
here are those who don't need an overly
structured environment, show personal
initiative and have a demonstrated
commitment to excellence.
If you think you have what it takes to
make your mark in investment banking,
Prudential Securities is trie place to find
out how good you really are.
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College
Attempts
To Increase
Diversity
continued from page one
to be considered a person — a human
being rather than just an SAT score." She
spoke also of the fact that "we look to give
equal opportunity, not merely at the
color of a student's skin, but what can
this person bring to Trinity."
A goal that Jones mentioned is en-
couraging and making a push for the
concept of th i nking about other cultures
on campus. To illustrate this, Jones
pointed to the Multicultural Affairs
Council, which is open to all students,
Imani, LVL, Hillel and other organiza-
tions on campus that are promoting di-
versity.
Christopher Small, Vice-President for
Enrollment Management also spoke of
anaggressiVe recruitment campaign put
on by the school to attract more students
that are minority group members. There
is a College Board Student Search mail
campaign that reaches five thousand
minority students who qualify across
the country. This program tells students
about the opportunities that could po-
tentially be available to them at places
like Trinity. Those who respond to the
direct mail will receive mailings like all
Trinity-prospects. Small also spoke of
those who work for Trinity who are out
there, visiting high schools that contain
predominantly minority students (usu-
ally in major cities across the country,
but particularly New York, Boston, Hart-
ford).
A crowd of onlookers take in the spirited debate in the Washington
Room between Ward Connerly and Jonathan Brittain.
Trinity hosts a "Preview Weekend"
during which the candidates are invited
to the Trinity, campus to attend classes
and spend the night.
Assistant Director of Admissions,
Michael Pina '92, after the Tuesday night
debate on affirmative action, said, "some-
thing like a Prop. 209 m'akes an admis-
sions office act blindly to everything that
is going on around them. Even some-
thing such like recruitment fairs would
be questioned under that context. Ideo-
logically it would be nice to not have af-
firmative action in a color-blind society,
but that I feel that overlooks the reality
of today."
Although there is great debate as to
whether affirmative action is the best
answer to the race issues in this country,
Trinity is doing a good deal to promote
diversity in the faculty and student body.
Affirmative Action
Debate Raises Tempers
Trinity
Package Store
219 New Britain Avenue
547-0263(860)
Your Package Store
Wine - Liquors - Champagne
Imported & Domestic Beer, - Kegs on
Request
Beer Balls Available
Note From TPS-These are the most important
years of your life. In the new millennium you will
.be talking about today.
DRINK RESPONSIBLY
POSITIVE ID. REQUIRED
VISA/MC/AMEX/DISCOVER& '
PERSONAL CHECKS NOW ACCEPTED
continued from page one
rebutted their opponent, and issued a
closing argument. Written questions
were taken from crowd and read to the
participants by Herzberger.
Connerly spoke first and outlined his
controversial position on this subject,
stating, "I am not opposed to all affirma-
tive action.,, but I am against preferential
treatment based on race." He described
himself as being conservative on some
issues and liberal on others, bringing up
the fact that he supports granting insur-
ance rights to the par tpers, of homasexu-
als. *
Connerly emphatically stated that "in
the dictionary, discrimination equals
preferential treatment." As such, he ar-
gued that affirmative action is unfair and
in direct: opposition to American prin-
ciples, In addition, Connerly claimed his
position would be supported by Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr., under his statement
"injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere."
Jonathan Brittain commenced his in-
cendiary address by displaying a carica-
ture of. Connerly on the cover of Emerge
magazine. He extolled affirmative ac-
tion and integration which allows all
races to be represented. He claimed that
the assault upon affirmative action is
based on racism, and noted that the ef-
fort to pass Proposition 209 included
right-wingers Rupert Murdoch, Bob
Dole and Newt Gingrich."
Brittain evoked strong emotions from
the crowd when he drew the parallel be-
tween Connerly and himself and Booker
T. Washington and WE.B. DuBois in the
early part of the century. He even insinu-
ated that Connerly was "carrying the
master's water" for those conservatives
who agree with his policy.
The debate often became intense be-
tween the two participants, such as one
instance of a difference in opinion over
the significance of recent federal court
cases pertaining to affirmative action
policies. Throughout the presentation,
Connerly attempted to remain calm and
logical, while Brittain was much more
apt to display his emotions and passion
for his belief s. . .
Much of the crowd was hostile to
Connerly and his beliefs, and there were
a large number of people from outside
the Trinity community who strongly
supported Brittain. At the beginning of
the debate questions from the audience
were screened by the moderator; how-
ever, later on, members of the audience
asked questions to the participants di-
rectly. Many of these were surprising, as
they were blunt and outright offensive.
One member of the audience took aim
at Connerly, attacking him as a hypocrite
and assailing him and his family for hav-
ing self-hatred for their mixed back-
ground. Scott MacDonald '98 stated, "I
am upset about the personal attacks
from the audience, because that wasn't
the purpose of the debate."
Student presence at the event was se-
verely lacking considering the notoriety
of the two participants and the impor-
tance of this issue. Excluding leaders of
the clubs involved, there were very few
^students, and minorities-were highly
over-represented
"I was disappointed in the turnout... 1
know there was a basketball game and
all, but these two figures are nationally
known. Conherly's role in Proposition
209 is historically significant, and
Brittain'spart in theSheffv.O'Nealcase
is also groundbreaking," said Russell
Fugett '01, the Co-President of Imani. I
don't think students understand the sig-
nificance of these two individuals, and
how their actions affect everyone at Trin-
ity whether or not you're a minority."
Most members of the audience sided
with Brittain following the presentation.
Jones stated "I thought that both speak-
ers were balanced. If I were to say some-
one won, I have to say that John Brittain
was able to get his points across in a way
I understood better... especially because
I support affirmative action."
Michael Chambers '01 asserted "my
main problem with him [Connerly] is
that he's trying to close the door after he's
gone through it. When you look at his
background, he probably wouldn't be
where he is were it not for affirmative
action," although Connerly denied that
,he was help'ed by affirmative action.
• . Professor Edward Clayton maintained
that "until Mr. Connerly can offer some
strategy for addressing discrimination,
we ought to preserve affirmative action,"
However, the entire audience was not
convinced by Brittain's arguments.
Chris Taylor '01 affirmed, "I think that
Ward Connerly made some very insight-
ful and logical points; and it's a shame
that a majority of; the crowd refused to
even listen to him•"•• ' ..
Liz Freirich '98 thought that the de-
bate was lacking arguments in crucial
areas, saying, "I thought that the debate
was interesting but failed to highlight
the major issue of the inequality in our
public schools, both primary and sec-
ondary. The focus of the debate was
higher .education,'but no one ever dis-
cussed the problems of unequal back-
grounds in applying'for college
admission or jobs."
4 / :
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Seven Student-Written Plays Draw a
Large Crowd to Austin Arts Center
AUX PECKThis cast involved both Trinity alumni and
professional actors from New York
Magic Junkie Delights
BY REBECCA COLE
Arts Writer
The Magicjunkie, performed
this weekend as a part of the
New Play Festival in Garmany
Hall, was smart, funny, creative
and, well, weird. A cast of char-
acters including Satan, two
Gods, and an ancient prophet
(as well as a few mere mortals)
battled out good and evil
onstage.
Joshua Weinstein '95 and
Katherine Wallack '99 co-di-
rected a cast of professional ac-
tors, including some Trinity
alumni, in K-Yun Steele's twen-
tieth-century Faustian tale.The
play tells the story ot a politi-
cian who has sold his soul to the
devil in exchange for political
power. His life eventually be-
comes a battleground between
the forces of good and evil, He
finds that theancientspirit Baal
has become incarnate in an ul-
timately successful attempt to
shift the balance of power be-
tween God and Satan through
him.
All these heavy and some-
what confusing metaphysics
did not get in the way of a gen-
erally lighthearted production.
Satan, played by John Socas '93,
was appealing and funny. The
ancient "all-knowing, all-see-
ing" Baal, incarnated by
Antonia Stout as a woman in a
black dress, high heels and sil-
very makeup, was an intriguing
mix of the earthy and the ethe-
real, as well as of good and evil.
Daniel Milder, as Atman, the
unscrupulous politician, was
very funny and creepy, as he
plunged deeper into the depths"
of evil, even going so far as to
quote Whitney Houston's "The
Greatest Love of All" in a cam-
paign speech, before ultimately
rising'up to embrace goodness
at the end of the play.
The costuming, done by
Heather Dvmbar, was particu-
larly noteworthy. Satan's crisp
suit with brightly-colored shirt
and tie stood out, contrasting
him with the less unusual suits
of the mortal men in the play.
The Magicjunkie is a play
which is very aware of lan-
guage, myth, and theatre itself.
While its plot leaves the viewer
with a lot of questions, the pro-
duction, humor, and language
of the show is immensely enjoy-
able. It was one of the stranger
shows produced at Trinity, but
also one of the more interesting.
Disturbing yet Intriguing:
Covet Thrills Audiences
The cast of Covet, Megan Shea's disturbing tale of love, death, and fate.
SARAH BETTEN
BY JAVIER CHACIN
Arts Writer
"I live for Poe." Adam (Daniel
Shafer '99) isn't fooling around.
As he replaces Sarah's (Cassio-
peia Hallam '00) spilled coffee,
which suspiciously looks like
blood, he furiously clutches an
Edgar Allan Poe novel in his
hand. ,. . ,.,.
visual aspect of the play is or-
chestrated, in this case by alum-
nus Mitchell Polin'96.
Covet, which has no true
story or linear plot line, con-
cerns itself with two individu-
als, Adam and Sarah. From the
moment they meet, they hold a
very strong connection to each
other, and continue to form a
reality that is larger than both
.
 iof.,\th©m(, Shafer^ ^Adam^-an,
Under Polin's direction, Shea's world conies
to life in a very vivid way
Playwright Megan Shea '99
wasn't fooling around either.
Covet, which premiered at the
New Play Festival last Thursday
is a flurry of vivid images cre-
ating a skewed reality in which
coffee is blood, kisses are bloody
and certain people have blue
faces. But much more potent
than the imagery is the inten-
sity the words take on once the
aloof character, always keeping
us guessing about his inten-
tions. He goes from a smooth
veneer to the unstable person
retreating inside himself.
Hallam's Sarah matches Dan's
smoothness with a certain awk-
wardness and insecurity and
seems to be barely holding on to
her sanity throughout the play.
Under Polin's direction, Shea's
world comes to life in a very
vivid way, encompassing char-
acters as eerie and disturbing as
normal life is usually stable and
monotonous. Michael Burke '00,
Katherine Crone '00, Nicole
Hanley '99, and Marjorie Smith
'00 inhabit this environment
with a wonderful confidence
and calmness, which makes
their performances twice as un-
settling, . , ' , » "< ' •
There is the blood, and the
heroin addiction, and the preg-
nant wife, and the rocking in a
chair. So many things pass
through the mind and trigger
opinion, repulsion, and
thought. The intensity of Shea's
vision, and the razor sharp ex-
ecution of it on stage made
some people look away, and
made another person's day, and
tapped into another person's
deepest fears, and another one's
desires. For that, it made an im-
pression. Poe would be proud.
Flynn's Trapped Evokes Mild Claustrophobia
Woman One and Woman Two face off.
<•. BY LOREN GIALLANELLA
Arts Writer
Don't envy Woman One's
freedom. Don't envy Woman
Two's stability. At first sight
"Woman One is a happy party
animal and Woman Two is a
happy housewife. So why are
these two happy and very dif-
ferent women trapped in a
shrink's office? They are envy-
ing each other and realizing
that they have been fooling
themselves. Amalie Flynn's
Trapped explores self-discovery
and leaves audience members
wondering if they are truly
happy or just deceiving them-
selves as well.
Three women, accompanied
by music of the Beach Boys, tell
a story, of self-realization.
Moriah Cleveland '99 plays the
part of Doctor, a fabulously
strong and controlling psychia-
trist who is the truth of the
show. She physically traps the
women so that they can dis-
cover that they are mentally
trapped as well. At times, the
fantastic words which she
speaks, littered with quotes
from Beach Boys songs, drip
with true, hard-to-swallow in-
sight about life. Doctor is also
the source of humor to counter
her profound words when she •
. periodically breaks into dance
two characters when she qui-
etly reveals Woman Two's lone-
liness.
Although the performers
overacted at first, it could easily
be written off as opening night
jitters. Eventually, the charac-
ters came to life, and their trans-,
Great direction coupled with strong
performances brings this [play] to life
and comedic interludes to
lighten the atmosphere. Cleve-
land portrays the duality of the
in-your-face psychiatrist and •'
beach bunny with expertise
Woman One and Woman
Two were also played with great
chemistry. Woman Two (Casey
Savage'00) lies, swears and riles
up the prim and proper house-
wife,. Woman One (Dawne
Allen '00j. Allen is exceptional,
playing the insecure and un-
comfortable part with finesse.
In fact, on. Thursday night, she
performed her suffocated
housewife part so well that
some audience members be-
came claustrophobic. Savage
displays the juxtaposition of the .
formations were clear and well
portrayed.
Great direction coupled with
strongperformancesbrings this
insightful and .well-written
play to life. Perhaps the response
from the audience was so great
because the eloquent words of
the play offered insight relevant
to life at Trinity, where there is
the notion of keeping up ap-
pearances. Despite the heavy
topic, Flynn '98 disguised her
play as light and funny with the
wit of the characters and the use
of music. This well written and
well performed piece suggests
to its audience that even life's
heavy contradictions should be
considered "fun, fun, fun....
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El Nino/Boy Child Takes
Garmany Hall by Storm
BY JAVIER CHACIN
i Arts Writer
Death. It is an inevitable
thing, but most of us hold unto
the notion that we will live long
lives, even if not eventful ones.
But what if you knew you were
dying? There are the usual ques-
tions, such as "what would you
do if you had
two days. to
live?" What
would you do,
really?
El Nino/Boy
Child, written
by senior Paige^
M c G i n 1 ey,
opened the
Trinity College
New Play Fes-
tival last Wed-
nesday, and
immediately
set the tone for
the weekend of
shows.
Directed by
Nancy Chu '95, El Nino is the
story of terminally ill Jack's re-
lationship with his sister Tricia
and his return to the innocence
of his childhood.
The play is realized in a stark
and affecting manner. The
medic release, but also created
a wonderful' layer that slowly
gets stripped down as Jack
learns to accept what must be.
When first we see him he is
cracking jokes as he makes a
tape for his sister for her to lis-
ten to and enjoy after he is gone.
His attitude is show revealed as
a facade, a show he puts on in
order to deal with his impend-
creates a closer connection to
Jack as he bids good bye to his
life. McGinley's knack of creat-
ing characters that feed off each
other moves the play lovingly to
the inevitable end.
Faye Power's feisty presence
and indifferent air undermines
Jack's thinking and frustration
and brings him back to the es-
sential and the pure, which he
Jack confronts his imaginary childhood friend
ing death.
Jack's sister, Tricia (Cristina
Lundy '01), is the complete op-
posite. She laughs at Jack's an-
tics, ,but is not there to mimic
him. Lundy portrays Tricia as
the calm and natural compli-
EI Nino/Boy Child... opened the Trinity
Cfkg^^^^^^Jag ,yy$d-,
msdcty, mUMmBW&/¥il\h€tdhe for '' *
the weekend of shows.
stage, empty except for a bed, a
small table, a bean bag and a
large screen was the scene of a
fascinating deconstruction of a
young man fighting with the
inevitable. Jack (Timothy
Barrett '00), bursting out with
accents and flighty jokes, is the
complete showman. His subtle
wit not only provided the co-
ment to Jack's defensive mecha-
nism. Although Tricia does not
occupy as much time on stage,
Lundy creates a wonderful feel-
ing of tranqujlity, a most natu-
ral and pure embodiment of
sisterly love.
The third element to this play,
the spirit of a young girl, Jack's
childhood imaginary friend,
Festival Features Lee
continued from page one
featuring a talk by Rob
Hankins of the Greater Hart-
ford Arts Council. Mr. Hankins
will offer a State of the Arts in
Hartford address to provide a
context for the festival. Follow-
ing the brunch will be screen-
ings of selected films in McCook
Auditorium.
John Sayles' City of Hope at
1:30 PM is about the pressure
placed on the residents of' our
cities by development and city
improvement. At 4:00 PM the
highly controversial Menace II
Society, directed by the Hughes
Brothers, deals with the prob-
lem of directionless youth and
their interaction with city life.
The third and final film of the
day will be the unreleased
documentary by Michael King
entitled, Banging. This highly
anticipated documentary, prob-
ing the harsh realties of youth
violence, will be followed by a
panel discussion with'King, as
well as Professors Christine
Boyland and Jerry Watts. Mod-
erating the panel will be Profes-
sor Andrew Gold.
The appearance by Spike Lee,
on Monday night at Cinestudio
will finish off the dynamic Fes-
tival. Lee is the director of ten
feature films as well as produc-
ing and directing over sixty
other projects ranging from
shorts to music videos. He is
best known for'his outspoken
views, within and outside of his
work, as well as his celebrity
sponsorship of various causes.
Following the presentation,
there will be a reception in the
Terrace rooms in Mather Hall.
The development of the Trin-
ity College Urban Film Festival
marks an exciting addition to
the Trinity campus. Weiner
stresses that "the uniqueness of
the festival focusing on urban
issues has generated a lot of ex-
citement from people both on.
and off campus. Through the
festival, we hope to have a sig-
nificant impact on the relation-
ship between the arts and the
city."
All of the proceeds from this
event will be used by Urbanity
to support a needed initiative in
Hartford which promotes the
development of the arts in the
city. No tickets are required for
Sunday's activities.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
had been ignoring. He had for-
gotten how to spin around like
a little kid and the young girl
brings that back to him. Death
is .a natural, and even a beauti-
ful thing.
All the components, direc-
tion, acting and most impor-
tantly playwriting, create a
delicate, melancholy portrayal
of loss,Eediscovery,and hope for
f what; ^ feiiave'learned, lived and
left behind As Tricia places one
of the tapes Jack left after his
death into the, camcorder and
begins to watch it she notices
something on the film, someone
standing behind Jack, but just
for a second. As she rewinds it
and pauses it she sees the young
girl, the one he would talk
about, the one he could not
touch. He finally found her, and
himself, and he remembered
how to spin once again.
First Lion Reading
Highly Successful
A line-up of the ragtag cast of The Lion
Sleeps Tonight
AUX PECK
BY JACQUELYN MAHER
Arts Writer
Although The Lion Sleeps To-
night wasone of the two staged
readings of the New Play Festi-
val and the only play directed
by a student, it certainly did not
fail to engage or entertain. Au-
thor Melissa Roth '99 characters
are wonderfully rich and can-
not be quickly forgotten.
The successful portrayal of
these complex personalities
cannot be completely credited
to the playwright. The chemis-
try between Dixie Keller-Hill
(Marjorie Smith '00) and Ronnie
Hill (Gabriel Berezin '98) capti-
vated the audience. Berezin al-
lows a bashful playfulness and
charm to shine through his
stained wife-beater and Smith
portrays a low-class but warm
and loving mother and wife.
Opposite to this dynamic
couple is the Carver family, a
strikingly different pair consist-
ing of a strung out housewife
(Melissa Baker '01) and an indif-
ferent father figure (James
Shelton '98). The Carvers'
daughter, Becky (Tracy Costa
'00), is a nervous, virtually so-
cially inept teacher.
However, Becky is the only
person in the community to re-
alize the core of the illness
which has spread amongst the
children, including Dixie's be-
loved Dandelion (whose perfor-
mance should not go unnoted).
Director Megan Shea '99 used
a cabbage patch doll to play the
roll of Dandelion. This decision
added humor to the play, but de-
tracted from the poignancy of
Dixie's relationship with her
daughter. Shea enhanced the
visual stimulation of the pro-
duction through slides which
were projected behind the semi-
circle of seated actors.
Other actors included Ian
Conway '99 (in the role of
Curtis Wolford), who belted out
a wonderfully off-key song
with Berezin, and Julia Wyman
'01, who helped thecomprehen-
1
 sionof thestaged reading by re-
peating some of the stage
direction
The Lion Sleeps Tonight, as a
per formance, was highly enter-
taining and the characteriza-
tions were rich. Unfortunately,
at times the characters over-
shadowed the plot. The course
of action also became confusing
and hard to follow in places.
However, despite these prob-
lems the play proved to be suc-
cessful and enjoyable.
Joby's Music Hits All the
Right Notes at Austin Arts
ArtsWittr
Written by Matthew
Glassman '99 and directed by
Mitchell Polin '96, Joby's Music
explores the creative process
from the point of view of a
struggling playwright. Surreal
and engaging, Joby's Music ben-
efits immensely from its tal-
ented cast of Trinity students
and employees as well as from
its densely packed script.
, Glassman's piece gains depth
from its limited presentation as
a staged reading rather than a
complete show by allowing the
words and nuances of the
author's script to come forward
fully. Although each of the per-
formers stands out in his or her
own way, it is Javier Chacin '00,
as the title character, who lights
up the stage and steals the show.
Using subtle modulations in
voice and taking full advantage
of the restrained movement ne-
cessitated by a reading, Chacin
Chacin and company prepare for their
first reading in Garmany Hall
SARAH BETTENCOURT
breathes fiery life into a com-
plex, involving, and well-
rounded character. Also of note
are Daniel Greene '98 in a seem-
ingly never ending, parade of
character roles and Michael
Burke '00, who is imminently
memorable as an effeminate
sock puppet.
Glassman's work reveals his
tremendous ability as a writer,
invoking the comic, the tragic
and the mundane to great effect.
A play such as Joby's Music
proves just how much talent
Trinity's theater program has to
offer.
For those of you of you who
•missed it the first time Joby will
be performed again this Thurs-
day at 6 PM at the Old State
House as part of the First
Thursday's program. The show
is free and shuttles will be run-
ning downtown i'or those with-
out, transportation. Call the
A AC box office at 2199 for more
information.
I
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Edith and Gib Touching
The f amiiy discusses Edith's upcoming operation.
BY BETH GILLICAN
/Arts Ed/tor
While Magic Junkie and Covet ex-
plored different realms of reality, junior
Laura BlackwelPs Edith and Gib covers
a more familiar ground. Many of the
laughs elicited from the audience un-
doubtedly reflected their familiarity
with the subject matter: two quarreling
grandparents. Indeed, Blackwell report-
edly based the play in part on her own
grandparents.
Edith (played by Julie Murtha) is a
crabby elderly woman nervously await-
ing triple-bypass surgery. Jerry
Silverstein plays Gib, Edith's sweet, usu-
ally patient husband who is growing in-
creasingly frustrated with his.wife's
demands. Theirdaughter Betty (Tamara
Leskowicz '98), who has temporarily
moved back in to care for her mother,
often finds herself in the middle of their
arguments. The play focuses on the dy-
namics between Edith, Gib, and Betty,
and uncovers complexities in their rela-
tionships that are often hidden by their
daily interactions.
Although Edith's carpingbecame tire-
sorae at ctrtait\ mqiaetits, srie Viacl a
number of one-liners which diverted
from this. Leskowicz's performance at
times lacked energy, but overall she con-
vincingly conveyed Betty's exasperation.
Silverstein delivered a nice, understated
performance as a man struggling to deal
with his wife's illness and the prospect
of losing her. All three actors became
increasingly comfortable with their roles
as the play went on, and each delivered a
strong performance during some of the
key emotional scenes.
The play, directed by Arthur Feinsod,
derived much of its strength from re-
maining true to life. Family dinners and
conversations never seem staged, but
father have a casual, natural feel to them.
Edith and Gib contains a number of
funny scenes as well as touching ones as
Edith prepares for her operation. Be-
cause the play only featured three actors,
Edith, Gib, and Betty are all fully devel-
oped, sympathetic characters.
The final scene of the play stirred the
emotions of many audience members.
However, the ending left the situation
somewhat up in the air, and might have
used a few extra minutes to resolve the
situation further. Overall, Edit h and Gi b
remains a realistic and convincing por-
, trait of a,family facing a'medical crisis.
Tke LA]
"Take a stroll on a winding pathway
and experience inM'ard serenity."
Wednesday, March 4,1998
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Washington Room, Mather Hall
"Walking the Labyrinth"
Strollers meditate as they walk along the 35-foot-wide
maze painted on canvas and spread on the floor of the
Washington Room at Mather Hall. The labyrinth is a
replica of the design in the stone floor of Chartes
Cathedral in Prance.
Anne Articling, Owner and instructor
Sponsored by
The Chapel, Christians at Trinity (C.A.T.)
Rev. John Hay oflmmanuel Church
Handicap Accessible - Refreshments provided
Please join us
Dance Generators Inspire
Audiences in Seabury 47
BY VIRGINIA W. LACEFIELD
Arts Editor
When Amie Dowling arrived at Trin-
ity in early February with her company,
The Dance Generators, she introduced a
Trinity audience to a rare and unique
version of modern dance. This semester's
first installment of the Studio 47 series
not only involved audiences in the per-
formance, but featured nine dancers of
both genders ranging in age from college
students to senior citizens. Unlike most
dancers, who- condition their bodies to
conform to traditional and extreme stan-
dards, these individuals are shaped like
everyday people, like your parents and
possibly grandparents. They perform
despite osteoporosis and arthritis simply
because of a love for dance, a love that
has continued, or possibly begun, during
middle or advanced age.
Dowling is not the first choreographer
to work with a multigenerational com-
pany. Before moving to Massachusetts,
she spent seven years, in Washington,
D.C. with the Dance Exchange Co. under
the tutelage of her mentor, Liz Lareman.
Dowling left D.C. because she wanted to
form her own dance group and combine
her passions for teaching, choreography,
and movement.
As the audience entered the small, in-
timate studio in Seabury, the company
had already begun an extended set of
improvisational modern movement.
Spinning, walking, running, crawljng,
and waltzing they moved across the stu-
dio, talcing turns and interacting with
one another. Once the house was full and
the audience seated, the performance it-
€ £ b * i t l v a T i introduction''of each
dancer. To improvised musical accompa-
niment, several of them presented short
and humorous skits briefly detailing
something about themselves and why
they dance. It was here that the audience
first began to realize that the desire to
move and create does not necessarily end
as a person moves through middle age.
The actual performance consisted of
two choreographed pieces and three im-
provisational audience-interactive skits.
From a skit utilizing simple hand and
arm movements to tell a story to a musi-
cal connectivity exercise requiring the
participation'of about 20 students and
staff to a dance version of Red Light/
Green Light, Dowling demonstrated her
amazing skill to involve in her art every-
one in the room, again regardless of age.
In addition to her charismatic meth-
ods of audience manipulation, Dowling
proved to be both an excellent dancer
and choreographer. Her two rehearsed
pieces, which both dealt with interper-
sonal relationships and were performed
by company dancers, showed great
depth and emotion. Her improvised
dance illustrating spin-the-bottle' was
energetic, creative, and captivating. The
members of The Dance Generators also
lived up to their name. Although they
were not all as physically fit, flexible, or
well-trained as their enthusiastic leader,
every member, young and old, made a
distinct contribution to the overall per-
formance.
An enjoyable time was had by all,
many of whom stayed for the short ques-
tion and answer session following the
program. The Studio 47 series again
proved its worth by bringing this ex-
traordinary and, tajented dance group to
Trinity: ' ' " ""
The Office of Alumni
Relations
needs YOU to be a
HOST or HOSTESS
to an alumni/ae or
faculty son or daughter
Sunday and Monday,
April 5 (Sc 6
Please help us by hosting participants in
the annual College Admissions
Exploration Program, which invites
high school juniors to Trinity to learn
about the college admissions process
and campus life.
If you are interested in
volunteering and would like
further information, please
contact:
Nicole Tateosian, Glass Advisor,
atx24O6.
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If you enjoyed 1996's Fargo, be sure
to check out the Coen brothers' latest
effort, The'BigLebowski. Starring Jeff
Bridges as "The Dude," this .hilarious
tale of mistaken identity also features
Steve Buscemi, Julianne Moore, and
John Goodman. The film opens at lo-
cal theaters on Friday, March 6.
They're having Company over at
Austin Arts Center this weekend, so
head on over and join "Bobby Baby"
and the gang for dinner, sex, and mu-
sical theater entertainment. Show
times are 8 PM on Friday and Saturday,
and 2 PM on Sunday Tickets, as always,
were covered in your last tuition bill,
so stop by on your way to Vernon
Street!
The mandala is well underway! The
Tibetan. Nuns are currently creating
this breathtakingly detailed sand
sculpture in the Widener Gallery on
weekday mornings from 10 AM-Noon,
so take a few moments and visit them.
Don't forget to take your shoes off! Also
in AAC this week are several related
lectures and films.
Trinity College Poet-in-Residence
Lloyd Schwartz will be sharing his
poetry on both March 5 and 12 at 8 P.M.
in Boyer Auditorium (Life Sciences
Center). Don't miss this opportunity
to hear some great poems from this
Pulitzer-Prize winner.
TICKETS
Terforming fer the Community"
ID
IHOUR
BEFORE.
CURTAIN
presents the Gilbert & Sullivan classic || $8!!imn
The
Evgs, 8:00pm March 21, 28 & April 4
Mats, 2:15pm March 22, 29 & April 4
1998
Performances will be held at
Simsbury High School
For ticket prices and details please call
(860)561-2000
Trinity College Poetry Center
Lloyd Schwartz, acclaimed poet and music
critic, will be Poet-in-Residence at Trinity
College from March 4 through 13. Fredrick S.
Troy Professor of English and director of the
creative writing program at the University of
Massachusetts/Boston, Schwartz is the classical
music editor of the The Boston Phoenix and a
regular commentator on the National Public
Radio program Fresh Air.
He is the author of two books of poems, These
People and Goodnight Grade, and a forthcoming
book called Cairo Traffic. He won a Pulitzer prize for Criticism in 199C
He is also the editor of Elizabeth Bishop and Her Art.
More than 500 of Schwartz's reviews, articles, and poems have ap-
peared in a variety of national newspapers and magazines, and his poems
have been selected twice for inclusion in The Best American Poetry.
Schwartz will give two poetry readings in Trinity's Life Sciences Audito-
rium. Thursday, March 5 at 8:00 PM &
Thursday, Match 12 at 5:00 PM
The readings are free and open to the public. For further information,
please call Margaret Grasso, English Department (860) 297-2455.
Dylan plays Springfield
Bob Dylan performs during a recent concert
BY DAVID HAYNE
Arts Writer
It was on a.clear night that we set out
up Highway 91, en route to the Spring-
field Symphony Hall. For all who insist
that the "Tambourine Man" can no
longer stir up a crowd, and for all who
were "expecting rain" to fall on the tail
end of his career, I can only say that it is
a crying shame you were not there to see
it. Before a crowd just under Trinity's en-
rollment, Bob Dylan displayed his musi-
cal genius and showcased his talents as
one of thecentury'sgreatest songwriters.
The Springfield Symphony Hall is a
small yet formal venue, and there
seemed at the time no better place to see
Mr. Dylan in action. The concert's origi-
nal date was January 26th, but it was
postponed to February 2 due to illness.
There was a sense of excited anticipation
l e air as the Iigf«S #ipwie<3 And
Bobby made his Way* out to the micro-
phone to begin the concert with his clas-
sic song "Absolutely Sweet Marie,"
The crowd seemed quite relaxed dur-
ing the next three songs, but Dylan
would not allow too much sitting down,
Once he started playing "Silvio" (from
1988's Down in the Groove album), a
number of the drifters'irt the back
charged down the aisles, rendering secu-
rity totally useless. After this incident
the entire crowd remained standing and
dancing for the long night to come.
As Mr. Dylan often likes to do on small
stages, he grabbed the acoustic guitar
and strummed away three fantastic
songs: "Cocaine," "Masters of War," and
"Tangled Up in Blue." The second was
an extra treat since it was released so
early in hiscareer(the 1963 Freewheelin'
album), and is rarely played nowadays.
He followed with the electric guitar and
played "Million Miles," "Blind Willie
McTell," and "Highway 61 Revisited," the
latter of which was somewhat difficult
to understand, but nevertheless as im-
pressive as when it was first released (we
all know the words anyway).
Leaving the stage for a breather, Dylan
riled up the crowd even more by encor-
ing with '"Til 1 Fell in Love with You,"and
then left the stage again, only to return
and wail away on "It Ain't Me Babe." Al-
though it's a classic, the latter song was
played fantastically in Dylan's newstyle •
of strong rock'n'roll, and was extended a
good deal beyond its original length.
Bobby left the stage again, and figuring
he had ma'de his last call, the lights of
the symphony hall resumed their bril-
liance. Little did they know that Bob
Dylan was not done.
He was soon back on stage, working
his way into the slow but beautiful song,
"Love Sick," off of his latest release, Time
Out of Mind. Even then the maestro was
not satisfied, so he delved into his final
song, "Rainy Day Women #12 &t 35."
This song being as well executed as it
was, we saw nothing better to do than
exit after it was finished, wave goodbye
to his van, and take his last advice.
Some pessimists may argue that
, Dyl&rx's ability to put on a show has de-
teriorated since the days of his youth.
His ability has neither improved nor de-
clined, but rather, matured. While his
earlier songs were more concerned with
important social issues, the songs he now
.sings are of a more personal nature,
which stimulates the feeling of experi-
ence and knowledge to the listener. It is
exactly this .maturity which distin-
guishes Bob Dylan from other traveling
musicians nowadays.
Unlike many other touring bands
who are appreciated primarily for the
excitement they produce, many Dylan
fans see his shows as both energetic and
inspired, enjoying the aesthetic which he
creates. One cannot helpbutfeel thehis-
tory that follows him as he stands and
sings "Masters of War" before a crowd.
One cannot help but imagine him sing-
ing in front of hundreds of thousands
during the late sixties, preaching his
songs to his contemporaries in need of
leadership. He has harvested through-
out his life a body of work that can and
will continue to inspire many genera-
tions, of which ours has how become
one. This concert (not to mention his re-
cent Grammy awards) clearly proves
that he is far from finished.
http ://^www.cplumbia Mdu/c
summer '98
An extensive range of graduate and undergraduate
courses in 28 departments, Call today for a
bulletin—or check the web for complete course
listings and an application.
umDta.edue-mail: sp-infi
Fall '98 or Spring '99
Wan to spend a semester or two in New York? Wow's the
time to think about becoming a Visiting Student at Columbia.
Take a look at what we're
offering this summer:
New Courses for '98
Digital documentary photography
Body and society
U.S. Latino literature; {he Crricano novel
The culture of ancient Egypt
Jewish music: musical and cultural diversity
Topics in American cinema; film and the Beat Generation
Studies in the novel: Jane Austen
Philosophy c) religion ! :
Lab seminar in language and communication
Scholarly writing
Find these courses and all the
rest in our 1998 Bulletin.
Continuing Education and Special Programs
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Ichiban: Chopsticks For Two
BY DAVID WEINER &
LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Writers
Through Linda's dark brown
eyes: David and I go way back.
It wasn't so long ago that we
brushed our teeth next to each
other and waited for a shower
side by side in the shower line.
The bond of a co-ed bathroom
in Smith gave us a history, and
it only seemed natural to accept
his invitation to dinner.
When the big night arrived,
he strolled into my room with
the confidance of a true Don
Juan. As we rode the elevator
down to his car, he told me nu-
merous times how wonderful I
looked. And then we ap-
proached the golden chariot
that was so glorious, it took up
two parking spaces because of
its beauty alone. Before I could
even think to open the door,
David leaped over the.car to do
i t for me. He wanted to strap on
my seat belt, but I didn't think
that was appropriate yet.
We went to Ichiban, a sushi
place in downtown Hartford.
At this point, 1 began to feel a
little nervous. First, my experi-
ence with sushi was very small.
In fact, the last time I had gone
to a restaurant thatserved sushi,
I ordered chicken. Second,
David began to look at me out
of the corner of his eye and it
was clear that this date meant a
little more to him than it did for
m e . . • ' • . . ' . : . . . . •
what I thought he did.
As the meal was laid out in
front of us, I looked at the chop-
sticks where I hoped a fork
would be. How could I tell him
that 1 did not know how to use
these things? I could not. In my
despair, 1 did not even notice
when David attempted to feed
me from across the table. I
looked up, it was there, 1 ate it,
he smiled. He got me a fork.
I did not know what I was
eating, and I felt it would be bet-
ter if 1 was not told. 1 only rec-
ognized the taste of cucumber.
One roll had a distinctive
squishy quality to it, which I did
not favor, and only hoped that
squishy still meant cooked. Af-
ter the meal concluded, I de-
cided that 1 did enjoy the new
tastes 1 had encountered. David
suggested dessert, I declined the
offer, and we asked for the check. _
All in all, 1 did enjoy my date
with David Weiner. It seems
that everyone at Ichiban had a
good time that night as a con-
stant hum of laughter filled the
room.
Through David's heavenly
hazel eyes: Two years ago, Linda
and I shared the same coed
bathroom on the third floor of
Smith. Ever since the first time
I saw her brush teeth I knew. 1
knew that we shared more than
just the same roll of toilet paper.
We shared an unspoken bond.
I kept our bond unspoken
until last week. Two years of
feelings and emotions rumbling
through my body finally
erupted into a single question
on the Long Walk. I believe it
was late Wednesday afternoon
as the sun broke over Seabury
that 1 grabbed Linda's arm as
she walked past. In a humble
voice I asked her out to dinner.
Her reply, "I would love to."
Right there, from the very
onset of our relationship, I knew
there were mutual feelings. She
didn't just reply with a "yes," but
I distinctly remember hearing
the word "love." I wasn't going
to suggest those feelings until at
least after our date, but I guess
Linda had some emotions fly-
ing for the past two years as well.
I started planning the date
the day she said "I would love
to." Even though I had a week
before our dinner, I decided
upon my outfit and made res-
ervations at the finest Japanese
restaurant this side of the Pa-
cific.
Ichiban is a very special place
and the onby restaurant that
would suit for this very special
date. Good sushi, friendly ser-
vice, and great ambiance.
I picked up Linda and we slid
into my gold Cadillac. I could
tell she already felt comfortable
with me as she melted into the
velvet interior. The velvet
wasn't the only thing melting,
however.
Linda was undoubtedly im-
pressed with my clout at
Ichiban. I was greeted by name
as we walked into the restau-
David and Linda: a date long overdue. KATIE KURZ
rant, and we were given the best
table in the house. (1 had gone
in earlier that day to introduce
myself to the staff). Everything
was going perfectly and I was
reminded of early Dylan and
Brenda.
Unfortunately, the mood
slightly changed once the sushi
came. As 1 peered over my miso
soup bowl, I could see that
Linda hadn't picked up her
chop sticks. In fact, she didn't
do anything but stare—directly
into my eyes. She then softly
asked me a question.
I couldn't hear what"she said
the first time so I asked her to
repeat. She then leaned across
the table and whispered into
my ear, "Feed me." Linda sank
•back into her seat and waited
for my reply.
At first I was confused about
the gesture arid didn't know
how to respond. 1 then realized
what was really going on—
Linda had no clue how to use
chop sticks. I immediately
asked the waitress to bring
Linda a fork.
Something wasn't the same
after she got her fork and began
to eat. It might have been the
seaweed that stuck to her chin
after the first bite. I didn't have
the heart to'tell Linda that her
chin was spotted with seaweed
and tried to resume a normal
conversation. This was difficult
as. the tables surrounding us
kept breaking out in laughter.
Amid the hysterics in the room,
Linda was able to eat most of
her sushi.
After dinner I drove Linda
home. I learned a lot on my date
with Linda. 1 am not sure ex-
actly what, but I know I learned
something. More importantly,
I had a good time with Linda. It
was a long time coming, but for
some reason, there's still a bond
better kept unspoken.
not rell the hostess how many
were in our party, and neither
could she ask, as David just
wisked me into the sushi bar
area leaving the offered menus
behind. 1 began to think, this
guy knows his sushi well. As
my innocent eyes peered over
the massive amount of pictures
and words on paper menus un-
der the clear tabletop, David
once again took ch arge and said,
"1 will order for you."
David began to mention the
tastiness of the octopus, the yel-
lowtail, and the sea urchin.'
Now, I am not a marine biology
major, but I do know that these
are not things that were created
for human beings to digest. Per-
haps the green tint to my face
captured David's attention. AS
impressed as I was that he know
so much about this Asian deli-
cacy, I still would have preferred
some chicken. In the end, he
ordered things which he prom-
ised, either contained just veg-
etables or seafood that was
cooked. He gave me that David
Weiner smile, and I couldn't
help but trust that face.
As we waited for the meal,
David began to rattle off to me
how: much he knew about the
Japanese culture. He even spoke
a few phrases. It was almost as
if he thought 1 was Japanese.
Every waitor and waitress
who walked by our table, said
hello to David. When I re-
marked about that, he just
shrugged and said, "Well, I do
often like to grab a bit of Asian
delicacies every once in a
while." I picked up a double
meaning and didn't know how
to feel about it. But this was the
guy who let me borrow his
toothpaste when 1 was out of
my own, only a couple of years
ago, 1 assumed he did not mean
(956-1326)
Handles All Keg Beer On A
24 Hour Notice Free Delievery
Genuine
$50.99Barrel
We Stock 1/2 + 1/4 Barrels
Party Piscaunts
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Procrastination...Thy Name Is Reading Week
Anohservation of reaI Reading Week rituals
B Y CHRISTOPHER SANBORN
Features Columnist
Reading Week means many different
things to many different people, but one
thing it means to no one is a week to read.
The students know it, the professors
know it, the administration knows it, I
know it, and you know it.
Is all this knowledge for naught? Ap-
parently so. I say change the name to
• something a little more accurate like TV.
Week, Home Cookin' Week, or Get Na-
ked and Walk Around The Quad Week.
This was my first Reading Week on
campus. I admit that 1 had always won-
dered what went on at Trinity while
most of the students left for home or
wherever else.
I had always thought the little green
critter that hides my XV. remote took
over my room and had a wild time with
his other critter friends. Not this time. In
fact, Trinity's campus takes on a very dif-
ferent look and feel during Reading
yond the point of mere convenience.
The Wednesday night of Reading
Week, I noticed what appeared to be a
naked man walking by himself while I
was walking across the quad at around
2:00 A.M. I approached the man, who
insisted on withholding his name, and
asked him just what in the name of ev-
erything holy he was doing. He said, "I
felt like a stroll, I was hot, and its Read-
ing Week, man." Reading Week indeed
my naked friend. Stroll on.
Reading Week was originally de-
signed to give students a chance to catch
up on their work before exams. I don't
buy that. I don't need a whole week right
now, 1 need that bad boy a t the end of the
semester when I have finals. But, for some
reason, we only get a Reading Weekend
for finals. No joke.
Last semester, classes ended on Friday,
December 12. Saturday and Sunday were
Reading Days and finals started on Mon-
day the 15th. Give me a royal break. Is the
school actually telling me that I don't
have to go to class on Saturday and Sun-
Handbook you say? You remember, that
book you read cover to cover in the li-
brary the first night of your freshman
year.
It states, "It is intended that these pe-
school precisely in the aforementioned
"exodus" form. Sometimes I wonder
when "adults" will figure it out. Kids do
the opposite of what they're told.
Tell us we are "expected" to stay and
What kind of project requires a whole week off from
school to accomplish? And who has the sanity or the
patience to do anything for a whole bloody week?
The bars are less crowded, the lines at meals are shorter,
the gym is always empty and so on. But some people
apparently enjoy the exodus of students beyond the
point of mere convenience.
Week..
The general lack of people makes the
campus a lot easier to take advantage of.
The bars are less crowded, the lines at
meals are shorter, the gym is always
empty and so on. But some people appar-
ently enjoy the exodus of students be-
day? Thanks for the inside tip, Sherlock.
I do hope someone rights this embarrass-
ing blunder a soon as possible.
The Trinity Handbook clearly states,
on page eighteen, paragraph seven, the
purposes of Reading Week. What's that?
Yes, the Handbook. What's the Trinity
riods be viewed and used by both faculty
members and students as occasions to
obtain relief from the pressures of sched-
ule and routine, to catch up on and get
ahead with academic work, and to work
on projects requiring blocks of time not
available duringperiods in which classes
are meeting... students are expected not
to view these periods as an opportunity
for a general exodus from the College."
Oh boy; where to begin. Relief from
the pressures of schedule and routine?
Please. I haven't had a class before ten
o'clock in three years and if "routine" is a
problem so pressing in my life that it re-
quires a week off to escape it, I should
count my lucky stars.
lean understand catching upon work,
but that still implies that Trinity stu-
dents are invariably incapable of doing
their work on time. What kind of project
requires a whole week off from school to
accomplish? And who has the sanity or
. the patience to do anything for a whole
bloody week?
Finally, the part about the students
being "expected" not to leave is a little
outdated. Students do, in fact, leave the
Concerning Our Generation:
Laughter, The Hilarious Remedy
BY MARCUS CQWIE
Features Columnist
We have become over-stressed as a col-
lective youth. The pressure of what and
what not to laugh at has become im-
mense in the new age of political correct-
ness. Humor, amongst our generation,
Generation X if you will, frequently bor-
ders on ambivalence and ambiguity.
Ironically, the Generation X era has
come to be known as an age of open-
mindedness, individuality, creativity
and fun, but this is simply another lie
that the media forces upon us.
It is this individual attitude that back-
fires in everyday, good, old-fashioned
laughter and banter. Apart from.tight-
knit friends, it seems that the concept of
'cool' negates a lot of opportunity for our
generation. - .. • •
Upon a new acquaintance, we are so
, afraid of saying the wrong thing that the
wall around each and every one of us
takes an eternity to break down into a
relaxed and fun relationship. Most of the
time, it appears to be the superficial as-
pects that we are so afraid of.
No matter how homogenous Trinity is
pot. If someone is a brother of a frater-
nity or a sister of a sorority, then their
parents are rich and they have a nice car.
Judgments such as this are clearly abso-
lute garbage.
Categories and labels are made in such
a short amount of time that the oppor-
tunity of meeting other people is ban-
ished. The negative connotations
attached to the word 'superficiality' is
understood by everyone, but it is fre-
quently the main measurement that we
use to evaluate someone.
The ability to laugh at yourself has
diminished with our generation. For
such a fun-loving and free-spirited gen-:
eration, we are extremely rigid and stiff
in our mannerisms. For all the political
correctness on our shoulders, our accep-
tance of others' ways of life is so reserved.
There is a huge difference between be-
ing racist or unkind and laughing at
someone. For example, if someone says
something stupid in a conversation,
there is nothing wrong with laughing at
that person. If the two or more people
conversing are in different social catego-
ries (described earlier), the atmosphere
is so tense and stressed that laughing al-
For such a fun-loving and free-spirited generation, we
are extremely rigid and stiff in our mannerisms. .
supposed to be, there is enough diversity
for there to be an issue in the superficial
repertoire amongst us. I am talking about
fashion, lingo, a walk, a look, a smile and
simply the aura of each person.
Judgments are made immediately and
then our minds figure out what to say, in
other words, what the 'cool' thing is to say
to that person. This clearly becomes mo-
notonous and boring. How many times
do you hear the same thing from a new
acquaintance?
If someone is 'low-riding' (wearing
their pants low) and wears a hemp neck-
most becomes taboo. "No I can't laugh at
that, because he or she will think that."
Because everyone is uneasy and up-
tight about what should be said or done
in a particular interaction, future inter-
actions become undesirable. A snowball'
affect occurs as we look forward to fewer
and fewer interactions with different
people because it is such a hassle to
maintain a fruitful and non-inferring
conversation.
 :
1 think a lot of this rigidity comes from
the label that is placed upon us, as we
ride on the coat-tails of Generation X. We
oncile the world's problems. The futures
of Trinity, the US., and the world rest in
our hands.
Because of this, we take ourselves too
seriously, so seriously in fact, that much
of the fun and laughter that we have is'
pretensed and insincere. Interestingly
enough, our parents' generation seems to
be far more relaxed about themselves
than we are.
This is possibly due tothe fact that the
pressure has shifted off them and onto
us, but, this doesn't hide the fact that
they, 'the oldies', can laugh at themselves
very easily. With us, to poke a little fun
at someone is a real gamble in the rela-
tionship. As I said before, it is almost ta-
boo.
However" if that gamble pays off, and
if the person laughs at him or herself, the
previously described wall starts to break
down rapidly and subsequently opens
new axioms for that relationship. It
means that an uncomfortable situation
where the final words are something
like, "Ok, well I'll see you later," turns into
two people walking away with laughter
or at worst a simple smile.
Of course, lam not advocating 'a laugh
at everyone world' as this would result in
complete paranoia. There are times to be
serious and to take yourself seriously, but
for our generation to reach its potential
of accomplishing great things and to
break new boundaries, I think we need
a littlejnore pointless banter where 'the
consequences of an .interaction :don't
make you think for hours about its true
meaning. . . . . . . . • , '
A lot of the time, there are no serious
consequences to an exchange of conver^ -
sation, it is simply two or more people en-
joying each other's company.
. Ironically, people would truly under-
stand the difference in fashion and taste
if there is were little laughter. Humor
breaks so many barriers, and, at the end
of the day, what is better than having a
good old laugh!
we will, in fact, leave without thinking
twice about it. If they really want us to
stay they could either tell us to leave or
surround the campus with a deadly high
voltage barbed-wire fence.
Reading Week, despite the clouded
claims of Trinity's good book, is a week
to fully realize your p.p., your procrasti-
nation potential. It's really quite nice. I
know in my heart of hearts from the
very start of Reading Week that 1 am
going to worship the god of fruitless apa-
thy for the entire week. But the fact that
I am supposed to be doing work makes
the week enjoyable for me. It's good
ol'fashion American fun to put things
off.
The way 1 see it, Reading Week is like
our own little national holiday in cel-
ebration of sloth. Therefore, I thank the
school for inserting such a blatantly ig-
norant description of what they so hon-
estly and foolishly believe to be a week
dedicated to hard work and productiv-
ity.
Without their unfamiliarity with re-
ality, my week may not have been so
lovely.
"
 ;
 'late then" tiiey obviovxdj smoke a lor of are toldthatiivip t$W;'tM>fc>&m,'t6Yeb-
Quotes
Have you ever noticed... Anybody go-
ing slower than you is an idiot, and any-
one going faster than you is a maniac?
George Carlin
You haveto stay in shape. My grand-
mother, she started walking five miles a
day when she was 60. She's 97 today and
we don't know where she is.
Ellen DeGeneres
I think men who have a pierced ear are
better prepared for marriage. They've
experienced pain and bought jewelry.
RitaRudner
I'm not into working out. My philoso-
phy: No pain, no pain. . . •
CarolLeifer
1 went into a McDonald's yesterday
and said, "I'd like some fries." The girl at
the counter said, "Would you like some
fries with that?'"
Jay Lena.
I dated this girl for two years — and
then the nagging starts: "I wanna know
your name..."
Mike Binder
Don't spend two dollars to dry clean a
shirt. Donate it to the Salvation Army,
instead. They'll clean it and put it on a
hanger. Next morning buy it back for
seventy-five cents. -
Billiam Coronet '".
You have a cough? Go home tonights
eat a whole box of Ex-Lax, tomorrow
you'll be afraid to cough. . ....
Pearl Williams
 : , • . ,,..."
I'm desperately trying to figure out
why kamikaze pilots wore helmets.
Dave Edison .
If it weren't for electricity we'd all be
watching television by candlelight.
George Gobel
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THE BLINP PATE REVIEW?!
REVIEW BARS, A REeTMJUMT, DAHCE CLUBS, you H*ME IT!
FOOT THE BiUt UilBT F i l l IN THE INFORMATION hW MO?
IT IH CAH?U5 14ML TO Bo* r o a s s a
YEAR:
EXTENSION:.
Visions Of Times To Come. FILE PHOTO
Top Ten Lier&College Tells
I4
10. We are located in ^ l
environment (*the projects^.
fa|ai,t-paced urban
9. We are a diverse campus (*when people from off campus
visit us*).
8. Our academics are exemplary (*when our professors aren't
on sabbatical*).
7. There's plenty of parking (*f or your bike*).
6. We have an unprecedented library collection (*it's smaller
than at the other schools that you are looking at*).
5. Our athletic teams are among the best in the nation (*we
play against your high school*).
4. Join us for fine-dining (*you certainly won't need a
reservation here*).
3. There's a well-balanced mix of educational and social
activities (*your professors won't be afraid to join you at the bar*).
2. Financial aid is need-based (*if we need you on our football
team*).
I The picture is optional (*we want to be ranked best-looking
if nothing else*).
Tiny Tarot of Sister Ravengla&s
Let Sister Rai/enatass takfi you into t&e. New Year m^o astrological expectations.
GENERAL READING: This is a week of fcrazy spiritual turmoil. I see two great figures struggling in the darkness. On the one hand, prayer warriors may see
themselves embodied in the Eigurebf thettierophant Like St. Peter or Moses, heholdsthe keys to the kingdom On the other side, those self-guided among you may
identify with the intuitive spiritual creative force embodied in the Magician. For once, these two factions are not wasting their time battling each other, but rather are
allied against the Devil: here, the dark side, temptation, and manipulation.
SCORFIO
OCT25-NOV21
Behind the Queen of Pentacles, an older
woman with practical earthy wisdom,
stands the figure of Justice, she who
brings the scales into balance. This
week, be on the lookout for the woman
who represents the Queen; she brings
knowledge of a situation in your life
coming into balance.
SAGITTARIUS
NOV2Z-DHC21
The Knightof Pentacles,speaking rep-
resentative of business concerns, this
week will bring you some good news
regarding money. Money is usually a
happy thing to have. Next to him, the
Page of Swords will lend you some
good advice. Advice costs nothing un-
less you take it.
AQUARIUS
JAN 2O -
This week, lucky Aquarian, your secret
wish is going to be fulfilled. The Nine of
Gups is like a well caffeinated fairy god-
mother, eager to make good on those
years of neglect; But the godmother's
on a pretty high buzz—you'll have to
move quickly (the Eight of Rods) in or-
der to keep up with her.
riscfLS
CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN \$
The Ace of Pentacles, the lead in your
suit, advises me chat you will shortly
begin a new business adventure—per-
haps a new job? As you begin this new
financial cycle, the Six of Pentacles
crossed in your suit indicates that you
will be asked to pay back some old
debts—those financial aid loans or per-
haps some money from a friend which
you can and ought to repay.
Such a fortuitous reading for you this
week, my little fishies! The World card,
representing synthesis and alignment,
predominates your suit. Crossed against
this card is the Lovers card, of all things.
Could it be that the heavy petting you've
been involved in has led you to a deep
and loving understanding of your part-
ner? This is one lustful relationship
which has a good chance of developing
into true love.
ARIES
MAR21 -APR \9
1 see a sword in a stone, waiting for its
rightful owner to claim it. I see a knight
standing on an cracked-earth plain with
only a star and her faith to guide her. I
hear the blessings of the divinity upon a
mindful warrior. 1 see you, Aries, ready
to assume your destiny.
•/j TAURUS
ATK 20 - MAY 20
The sign of Taurus is not well known
for its creative capacity. Most of you
Taurries are rather practical, goal-ori-
ented individuals. Well, the cards say
nyah-nyah to that. The Ace of Rods,
symbolic of new creative capacity, rides
predominant in your suit. This is espe-
cially auspicious because your past edu-
cation and intellect (the Eight of
Pentacles) will be an excellent base upon
which to expand your new potential.
GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN20
Gemini are usually pretty stable indi-
viduals. They have a good sense of spiri-
.tual balance. Uh, not this week, I'm
afraid. The Tower, portent of extreme
cataclysmic change, stands unmistak-
ably first in your suit. This card is rein-
forced by the Wheel of Fortune, a card
indicating changing cycles. Warn your
friends—they may not recognize you in
a few weeks.
CANCER
JUN21 -XIL22
I suspect, Cancer, that your Reading
Week was a great chance to catch a little
R&R in your comfortable home. That's
what the cards are telling me. Now that
you're back in the grind, it may be hard
to realize what vacation is worth. The
break was really good for you. Try to
understand why and how, and keep th at
knowledge with you,
Leo
JUL.2-5 - AUG 2,2
All of the school year is not like Read-
ing Week. Let me repeat. ALL OF THE
SCHOOL YEAR IS NOT LIKE READ-
ING WEEK. Sister Ravenglass appre-
ciates the chance to chill as much as
the next mortal, but all chill time must
come to an end. Guess what. It's come
. to an end. Let me repeat. IT'S COME
TO AN END. Now stop resting on your
laurels and get something accom-
plished.
1 see an older woman, 25 or older, who
has a sharp tongue and an abrasive at-
titude. At her right hand is the Death
card, representing the end of a cycle,
the prelude to change. Who this
woman is and what events she is ush-
ering to a close I cannot say. Just be on
the lookout; be ready to accept fate.
LlbRA
SETT25-OCX22OTo
Battles are fought with words; battles
are also fought with emotion. This
week, the avatar power of assertive in-
telligence and social compassion are
both lending you power. Libras this
week embody both the Knight of
Swords and the Knight of Cups.
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We've Got Sunshine Eyes On A Cloudy Day
BY JENNIFER GERARD
Features Columnist
So as March begins, the Trin-
ity campus is making some
changes. As we all prepare for
March Madness, and I don't
mean basketball, we start to act
a little differently—some for the
better and some, well, you know.
As soon as the temperature
rises to about 45 degrees we feel
that we must revel in this "good
fortune." If the sun is out and it's
48 degrees, or even if it's cloudy
and 49 degrees, there is sure to
be a couch on the quad and a
game of sof tball.
To be realistic, this is not nice
weather. I know that we have
been trapped indoors and
bundled up in scarves, hats, and
those big puffy down coats, but
it's still not warm enough for
shorts.
Just because it may be too
warm to snow, this doesn't
pealing_even less than before.
But what's a college student to
do? It's only slightly overcast
and a whopping 50 degrees out-
side—come on, it's time to play!
Then again, any excuse you can
give yourself for not going to
that 2:40 gut class you signed up
for will work.
But remember, kids, class at-
tendance is mandatory. No,
wait—I meant optional, in the
spring, that is. The professors
expect it. They hate it, but they
know that as soon as the North
Face jackets disappear, so will
the students.
Since the long-awaited
Spring Break draws near, many
of these students aren't outside.
They're inside under the lamp.
The Connecticut winter can be
brutal on the complexion-
maintaining its pigment, that is.
Even those who got a tan over
Christmas break have lost their
glow.
The only salvations for the
now I have my fear—not of can-
cer or infertili ty, as I should, but
of the snickering comments of
my friends. I know that we
shouldn't worry about what
And while the boys may be
just as inclined to frequent
Ferris pre-Spring Break, they
aren't as likely to do the diet.
Ask Jon Small. Starting about
comes one long Spring Break.
While we try to downplay
that whole #5 hoopla, the
spring semester is the reason
that we are number five.
Starting about February, the salad bar runs low, bagels run out,
and diet soda is more popular than ever. So even if we are
supposed to celebrate our bodies, and even if we know that crash
diets don't work, we still abuse ourselves this way.
other people say, but we all
know it matters. And besides
scaring the locals at the beach
with my pallid complexion, I
fear being surrounded by
oceanographers to look at the
beached whale.
If you look in the gym these
days, you might just find more
girls than football players. This
might sound superficial and
contradictory to the feminist
movement, but we all want to
look good in our bathing suits.
I admit that after months of
lying around, I have forced my
Jf you look in the gym these days, you might just find more girls
than football players . . . we all want to look good in our bathing
suits.
make'it a good day to lay out.
The flip flops tend to emerge a
few weeks too early, while some
never even put them away.
We're anxious to wear t-shirts;
we're excited to wear our new
Spring dresses.
All this excitement to be out-
side leads to a decrease in class
attendance. Those afternoon
classes start to look really unap-
melanomaly challenged are to
fake and bake or to apply your
favorite shade of bottled orange
to your skin.
While everyone here might
laugh at your unnatural Hart-
lord tan, everyone on the beach
won't be laughing at their blind-
ing skin as it turns lobster red
in the blazing tropical sun. Sure,
I've gone to a tanning salon, but
self to hit the gym—even on_a
Saturday morning. I can't bear
the thought of being in public
in a swimsuit, a two piece, no
less.. Yeah, I know—scary
thought. And don't think it's
just the overly-body conscious
girls who are doing the beach
workout, there are a whole new
batch of boys in the gym toning
up the biceps, abs, and pecs
February, thesaladbarrunslow,
bagels run out, and diet soda is
more popular than ever. So even
if we are supposed to celebrate
our bodies, and even if we know
that crash diets don't work, we
still abuse ourselves this way.
There's no love for love handles
when you're wearing a bikini.
It's all in the name of the Spring
Break gods.
Beyond Spring Break geta-
ways, there are other things to
look forward to. There's a whole
new sports season starting, and
you know what that means...
new numbers to learn! Group-
ies get ready. It's the return to
the outdoor fields and the mini-
tailgate, of course.
There's something about
warm weather that brings out
the alcoholic in all of us. Why
do Trinity students feel the need
to fire up the grill and head to
the Package Store for every
sunny Saturday lax game?
• Just because there are guys
cracking each other over the
head with sticks on a field and
the sun is out, we feel the need
to get intoxicated. During the
Spring semester, Trinity be-
Spring fever breaks out and
there is no way to prepare your-
self outside of a trip to the gym,
the tanning salon, and, of
course, the Package store. So
gear up and get ready for the
ride.
Viet P
tondon $268
Rome $465
Prague $516
Johannesburg $1028
.FARES ARE HOUNO TRIP AND OO NOT INCLUDE)
•TAKES. RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
t
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
320 Elm Street
New Haven
(203) 562-5335
CHEESE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50 16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med $1.00 on large
anchovies bacon broccoli
garlic hamburger meatball
olives onions pepperoni
ricotta spinach
eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoessausaqe
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO Med $10.75 Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP FESTO Med $10.75 Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley, •
oreganoand.oliveoil-
WHITE CLAM Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME Med $11.50 Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH $17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH $15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausaoe
$4.95
$5.95
$6.95
N.Y. STYLE PIZZA!!
SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
"4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2;00am
***FREE DELIVERY"*
With $7.00 minimum purchase
We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
« $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second iarge pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
8" Half
$3.75
$3.75 •
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.50
16" Whole
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8,50
$9.00
Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa
Ham
Meatballs
Roast Beef
Sausage
Tuna
Turkey
Veggie/cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Steak/Cheese
Seafood
Combo (2 kinds of meat)
DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta $7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta $7.95
Baked zili $7,95
Meat Ravioli $6.95
Cheese Ravioli ' $6.95
Veggie Ravioli . $6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SALADS
CHEF SALAD $5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO $5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry- peppers and lettuce
TUN* SALAD $4,95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD $4,95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes; green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD $1.95
GARLIC BREAD Small $1.50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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Around
Trinity...
Yo, Man... gimme back my ID....
This Friday AT witnessed one student
flipping out at the ticket window in
Vernon Center... why you ask? Simple...
This unhappy camp-trintrinner had his
fake ID snagged by the ORL KGB! Ap-
parently ORL is hopping on the band
wagon to devastate the only reasons
why this "college in the ghetto" is still
here... Playboy ranked us in the top ten
a few years back for good looking stu-
dents, and then this year we're ranked
#5 in parties., now you put two and two
together... what does ORL seem to lack...
both of these high standards...." AT even
got turned down by the bartenders
when we tried to ask for two beers for
one person... wow... no keg stands tonight
kiddies... where's late night?
El Nino... natural disaster!
Well. Psi-U promised us a real natu-
ral disaster was heading our way on Sat-
urday... and they delivered! Rumor has
it that the Columns won't be using
Vernon Center anytime in the near fu-
ture again... Oh, the damage that this
mini-El Nino caused... let's do a tally,
shall we? One smashed glass door
panel, blood in the men's room...
smashed towel dispensers (AGAIN -
maybe B&rG should give up on these),
doors ripped from their hinges.... tables
overturned., oh, and one other small
thing... the flood of nasty "liquid" on the
floor... Well, if they were shooting for
accuracy, they got it., the list above
sounds more like it comes from a
Florida trailer park or the California
Coast than quiet ol' Hartford. Hey.
someone had to make up for the ORL
bummer the night before... Good job
keeping Trin alive!
Bumpin' & Grindin' at the
B-ballGame
AT couldn't help but notice the-hand-
some stranger in the front row of the
bleachers during the Men's Basketball
game this past Saturday. Not only did
he have more spirit than our fans, and
Conn College's fans combined, but he
had the best hairdo around. Rumor has
it that he isn't even a student here, but
the younger brother of- one. Regardless
of his status, he was the best dancer seen
on the floor of Oosting Gym.
Bumpin' & Grindin' at the Party Barn
Did anyone notice the guy with the
out of control pelvis at Saturday night's
Party Barn party? Apparently his dance
move was to thrust his pelvis into his
dance partner's hip causing her cup of
beer to project over the crowd. AT, along
with everyone else in the area, had the
pleasure of witnessing this event, and
even felt a little sympathy for the poor
girl who was thrusted to the floor in a
slippery fall. And who says that Trin-
ity guys don't know how to treat a girl
right?
LECTURES
Wednesday, March 4
12:00 PM: "On Mandala Making" by Ven. Tenzin
Yignyen. Part of the Gallery Talk Series, in con-
junction with "The Nun's Circle: Mandala 111."
Admission: free; Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center.
Thursday, March 5
7:00 PM: "Surrealism in a Woman's View: Lest
Mesuline Go Missing," a lecture by Mary Ann
Caws of the City University of New York. Admis-
sion: free; Rittenberg Lounge of Mather Hall.
7:00 PM: "Processes of Class Formation in
Postcolonial New Guinea" by Dana Professor of
Anthropology Fred Errington;"Irish Nationalism
and the Origins of the British Empire" by Visit-
ing Lecturer in History Tom Truxes; and
"Decolonization and the Immigrant Experience
in Canada and Great Brita in" by Visiting Lecturer
in American Studies Paul Deslandes. Part of the
lecture series, "Decolonization: Painful Transi-
tions in the Cold War Period." Admission: free;
Hamlin Hall.
Monday, March 9
4:15 PM: "Naples c. 1600 & The City of the Sun"
by John Marino of the University of California at
San Diego. Admission: free; Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Hall.
4:15 PM: "The Law of the Law" by Visiting Pro-
fessor of Philosophy Andrew Haase. Admission:
free; Room #201, McCook.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, March 4
4:30 PM Meditation
Crypt Chapel
.^ya^l^areh'6-*,!'
'- '12:00 PM
Sunday, March. 8
:5;00PM (; :
7:00PM
Lenten Worship
Crypt Chapel
• • ' . ' . " ' • „ ' ' . : . - : : • : ' " " , "
' • . ' • • • • • . • ' ^ : . ' • i l . • ' • ' . ' . . ' • : ' ; ' 1 " : ' ' • • '
;
 - Rbmart Cacholic Mstss
Vespers Service
PERFORMAN
Poetry Reading
Thursday, March 5,8:oo PM: Reading by Poet-
in-Residence Lloyd Schwartz. Admission: free;
Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Musical Theater
The Department of Music presents its annual
major spring musical production, "Company," by
Stephen Sodheim and directed by Professor of
Music Gerald Moshell. Performance times: Fri.
and Sat., March 6 and 7, at 8:00 PM; Sun., March 8,
at 2:00 PM. Free tickets with a Trinity I.D.; non-
Trinity admission: $8 General, $5 Students and
60+ w/ I.D; Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Cen-
ter.
Brazil's Bale Folclorico de Bahia
Energy explodes uninhibitedly in the African-
derived folk dances of the marvelous Brazilian
company, Bale Folclorico de Bahia at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut's Jorgenson Auditorium on
Wednesday, March 25 at 8:00 PM. Tickets range
from $22 to $12, with discounts available for se-
niors and students. For more information, call
(860) 486-4226,
Abby Rabinovitz & Kaleidoscope
Prepare for a delightful, fun and mystical world
tour when flutist Abby Rabinovitz and her group
Kaleidoscope bring their original world music
and jazz stylings to the University of
Connecticut's Jorgenson Auditorium on Friday,
March 27 at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $20 to $16, with
discounts available for students and seniors. For
more information, call (860) 486-4226.
Lisa Loeb
Recording artist Lisa Loeb will be performing
in Wallingford, CT at the Oakdale Theater on
March 31. For more information, contact Jim
Merles at (212) 841-8622 or visit the Lisa Loeb
•homepage at www.geffen.com/lisa-loeb.
Ani DiFranco
Ani DiFranco will be appearing live in concert
at the Palace Theater in New Haven on Saturday,
April 11 at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $24 and available
through the Palace Theater Box Office at (203)
789-2120 or Protix at (860) 422-0000.
THE BOXER • Thurs.-Sat., March 5-7 7:30 PM
. • • • . * Sat, March 7 2:30 PM
(Northern Ireland, 1997) Directed byjim Sheridan. Written by Sheridan and Terry George. Cast: Daniel
Day-Lewis, Emily Watson, Ciaran Fitzgerald, Brian Cox. Honorary Irishman Daniel Day-Lewis reunites
with director Jim Sheridan (My Left Foot, In the Name of the Father) for a piercingly honest film
about an ex-IRA man adjusting to life back on the streets of Belfast, after 14 years of prison. Trying to
put the devastating effects of the ongoing political conflict behind him, he returns to boxing, a (rela-
tively) safe arena for expressing his frustration and rage. But, above all, The Boxer is a love story, bring-
ing together Day-Lewis with Emily Watson (Breaking the Waves), as they cautiously rekindle a love
affair with the potential for either great tragedy or new hope. 107 min.
KISS OR KILL Fri.-Sat.,March6&7 9:45 PM
(Australia, 1997) Written and directed by Bill Bennett. Cast: Frances O'Connor, Matt Day, Chris
Haywood, Barry Otto. Imagine a noirish road movie, complete with all-night diners and desolate nuclear •
test sites, that is set in the Australian outback. Now imagine a desperate man and woman on the run
from both the cops and a nutty soccer star; instead of bonding in an "us-or-them" cliche, they actually
don't trust each other for a nanosecond. Playing against expectations' of the scheming bad girl and the
violent black sheep of a wealthy family, Frances O'Connor and Matt Day win our sympathy as free
ranging grif ters, who just don't seem to be up to the machinations of their enemies. An updated, enjoy-
able homage to Kiss Me Deadly, the ur-text of low budget, apocalyptic paranoia. 95 min.
JOUR DE FETE Sun., March 8 2:30 PM
Sun. & Tues., March 8 & 10 7:30, PM
(France, 1945/1995) Written and directed by Jacques Tati. Cast.JacqueS Tati, Paul Frankeur, Santa
Relli.and the residents of Sainte-Severe-sur-Indre. Cinestudio is thrilled to be able to present an excit-
ing new print of Jour de Fete, which has so far only been shown in a few theaters in New York and
Boston. When Tati made this wonderful comedy 50 years ago, he took great pains to shoot the film in
color, but technical problems forced him to release it in black and white. 15 years after his death, the
seemingly impossible happened, and the beautiful color that Tati dreamed of bringing to the screen
was finally restored. The story is set in the quaint village of Sainte-Severe-sur-Indre, where a hilari-
ously inept postman (Tati) lends his help, if you could call it that, to a traveling carnival. "Lyrical and
lo.vely...and living film history to boot" Michael Atkinson, Village Voice. 87rnin
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMcMorris
r
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The Phantom of Liberty
The Latin American and Spanish Film Series
presents The Phantom of Liberty, a film by French
director Luis Bunuel. Continuing to change the
status quo wherever he works, Bunuel sets loose
his cosmic sense of humor on the French
bourgeosie in The Phantom ofLiherty. This film
will be shown in the Life Sciences Auditorium at
7:30 PM on Wednesday, March 4. Speaker for the
film will be Carlos Lechner, Professor of Modern
Languages.
Hartford Jewish Film Festival
The Second Annual Hartford Jewish Film Fes-
tival, proudly co-sponsored by the Herbert
Gilman Theater at the JCC and Cinestudio at
Trinity College, continues through Wednesday,
March 4,1998. Films shown March 4 include
Beyond the Walls, Ficticious Marriage, Blacks
andjews, and My Mother's Courage, Note: not all
films shown at Cinestudio. Contact Cinestudio
at 297-2463 for more details. Admission: $4.50
General, $3.50 Students and 60+.
Spike Lee Visits Trinity
Filmmaker Spike Lee will pay a visit to
Cinestudio to give a talk after a screening of his
brilliant microcosm of America, Do The Right
Thing. Rage boils up to the surface during one
long summer's day, as an Italian-owned pizzeria
in a black community becomes a focal point for
growing racial tension. A Special Event, pre-
sented as part of the Trinity College Urban Film
Festival. Tickets $7/$5(Trinity Students) Call
860-297-2170 for info.
The Nuns'Circle Film Series
Tuesday, March 10,6:30 PM: "Kalachakra: The
Wheel of Time" and "Tibetan Medicine: A Bud-
dhist Approach to Healing." Part of the film se-
ries, in conjunction with "The Nuns' Circle:
~Mandalq,IU." Adrpjssjjqrr free; Room 320}Au£tiin^
Arts Center. 'V"' * fj Vv
km fa
Project Vote Smart
Trinity College students are eligible for schol-
arships to work as national interns with Project
Vote Smart during the 1998 election year. Interns
will devote ten weeks interviewing over 13,000
congressional, gubernatorial and legislative can-
didates, researching issues on the Vote Smart web
site, compiling and editing publications, and
working with reporters and editors covering fed-
eral and state campaigns. Trinity College Stu-
dents can review additional information on the
Project Vote Smart internships by visiting the
Vote Smart web site at www.vote-smart.org or by
calling the Voters' Research Hotline 800-622-
SMART.
'10 Student Book Collectors Contest
The Trinity College Library Associates an-
nounce the Jerome P. Webster, 10 Student Book
Collectors Contest. Undergraduate students at
Trinity College are invited to submit entries for
this annual contest to Stephen Peterson, College
Librarian, on or before Friday, April 3,1998. The
collection must be accompanied by a list of the
titles in the collection and a brief paragraph
(typed, double-spaced) explaining the purpose
of the collection. Entries will be judged a com-
mittee of The Library Associates and College fac-
ulty; three cash prizes will be awarded at the
Honors Day Ceremony on May 1. For further in-
formation, call x2258.
Teach for America
Over the past eight years, over 20,000 individu-
als have competed to enter Teach for America, and
more than 4,000 recent graduates- from all aca-
demic majors and ethnic backgrounds- have
taught through Teach for America in communi-
ties ranging from South Central Los Angeles to
the Mississippi Delta to the South Bronx. Become
part of this movement and help build our
country's future. For more information and an
application, visit wwWgj.eachforamerica.org, stop
70-832-1230.
%e,'<5r call our national
Now FLAYING,
Showcase Cinema- 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, March 5
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
The Wedding Singer (PG-13)
The Borrowers (PG)
Titanic (PG-13)
Sphere (PG-13)
Spice World (PG)
Palmetto (R)
The Krippendorfs Tribe (PG-13)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Kissing A Fool (R)
Dark City (R)
As Good As It Gets (PG-13)
Replacement Killers (R)
Senseless (R) " 2 screens
Caught Up (R) 2 screens
12:20 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:15PM, 9:35 PM, 11:40 PM
12:05 PM, 2:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 6:15 PM .
12:30 PM, 2:15 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:00 PM, 8:00 PM, 11:35 PM
1:05 PM, 3:55 PM, 7:10 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:30 AM
12:15 PM, 2:30 PM
8:20PM
12:10 PM, 2:20 PM,4:30 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:0,0 AM
1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:15 AM
12:45 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 AM
12:25 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:25 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:05 AM
12:50 PM, 3:50 PM,'7:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:25 AM
10:30 PM, 12:10 AM
1:00 PM, 3:10 PM, 4:50 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:05 PM
9:40 PM, 10:15 PM, 11:50 PM, 12:20 AM
12:00 PM, 12:35 PM, 2:10 PM, 2:50 M, 4:20 PM, 5:05 PM,
7:00 PM, 9:15 PM, 950 PM, 11:25 PM, 11:55 PM
Newington Theater-40 Cedar Street in Newton
Times are valid through Thursday, March 5
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
Amistad (R)
Wag The Dog (R)
7:00 PM
7:10 PM
Elm Theater-New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Times.are valid through Thursday, March 5 .
Prices: $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
Wag The Dog (R)
Amistad (R)
7:00 PM, 9:15 PM
7:45 PM
Wednesday, March 4
7:00 PM The Psychology Club presents
Good WillHunting-m the
MCook Auditorium; All
you can eat popcorn and soda
for$l.
9:00 PM The Trinity College Jazz En-
semble performs in the Bis-
tro, Koeppel Student Center.
Admission is free.
10:00 PM Favorite Flick Nite in the Cave
Free movies & refreshments!
Movie T.B.A.
Thursday, March 5
9:30 PM Ramon & the Monsters, a four-
piece group, performs funk
and blues. Admission: free; Bis
tro, Koeppel Student Center.
Saturday, March 7
10:00 PM Imani (TCBSA) presents
The Player's Ball in the Vernon
Social Center. Tickets cost $8
in advance (sold at Mather)
and $10 at the door
Formal attire required
call x2276 for more info.
Classifieds
Best Hotels, Best Prices
ALL Spring Break locations. Florida $99+, Texas $119+,
Cancun, Jamaica $399+, Mazatlan, Bahamas. •
Reserve rooms or be Campus Rep.
" 1CP (800) 828-7015, www.icpt.com
"DN A and life cannot happen by chance. Read our
free essay, "Science, Creation, and Evolution" at:
h u p / /www.geotities.com./ Athens/Oracle/5862
,. Earn $750r$1500/ Week
Raise all rhe money your studentgroup needs by spon-
soring a VISA Fund-raiser on your campus No investment
& very little time needed There's no obligation, so why
not call for information today. Call 1-800-323-8545 x95
Miami only $79 o.w.
Mexico, Caribbean, or San Juan $200 r.t. Europe
$179 o.w. Other world wide destinations cheap,
ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE CHEAPER!
Air Tech. (212) 219- 7000 or (800) 575-TECH
www.airtech.
Excellent Extra Income Now!
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600-$800 every week
Free details, SASE to:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
Free T-Shirt + $1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for fraternities, sororities,
and other groups. Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning $5.00/VlSA application.
. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. • .  .
Qualified callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
National Company is currently hiring sales and mar-
keting-representatives for immediate openings on your
campus. Convenient hours, excellent experience, and
great pay. For more info call (800) 378-6739.
Spring Break- Cancun and Nassau from $399
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Organize
small group- earn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call (800) 777-4642
Free Cash Grants!
College, Scholarships, Business, Medical Bills- Never
Repay. Call Toll Free (800) 218-9000 Ext. G-15364.
Seized Cars from $175
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free (800) 218-9000
Ext. A-15364 for current listings.
HELP WANTED.....Men/Women earn $375 weekly
pressing/assembling Medicall.D. Cards at home.
Immediate openings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
• Call Medicard at (541) 386-5290 Ext. U8M
Bartending Classes-TIPS Ntl. Certification
Cost $180.00
 ;
When: Thursday, March 5
Where: Farmington Cont. Education
Time: 6:00-8:30 (five consecutive Thursdays)
Learn today's most popular drinks, opening and dos-
ing duties and everything you need to know to go from
classroom to work environment immed. upon comple-
tion of course. The national certification on serving alco-
hol responsibly (TIPS) is included Call: (860) 677-2139
Pizzas
Small (IT)........ $ 5.00
Large (16") $ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00
, Toppings
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334 (860)278-4527
Topping ....$ .50 Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread $ 3.50
Topping ...$2.50
Olives
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers
Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon
Specialty Pizzas
S L Sheet
Red Veggie Des ign . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes, etc. '
White Veggie. Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie . . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.5Q
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil,.fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese. •
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza . . . $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with, garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp .$7.50
Ravioli . . . $6.50
Stuffed Shells. ..$6:50
Manicotti. $6.50
Lasagna. . . . $7.50
Chicken Parmesan $7.50
Calzone.. . ; . . > . . . . . . v......,.;...-....,.; ' , .. .$6.00
Pettuccine Alfredo $6.95
Garden Pasta. . . . . .$6.95
Beef and Peppers. .'... $7.50
Steak on a Stick . . $7.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad $ 6.00
Greek Salad.. $ 6.00
Tuna Salad . $ 6.00
Antipasto . , $ 6.00
Tossed Salad $4.00
Subs & Grinders
BLT .. . . .
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant..,
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB
Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5,75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
.$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
5.00 Plenty for two!
Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey. ,. $7.95
Max's Pasta Alexandria , $7.95
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi . . . ; ; . . . . . $8.50
Shrimp on a stick.. $7.50
Gajun Barbecued Shrimp $7.95
Linguine Mediterranean $6.95
Oriental Chicken Mazen $7.50
Blackened Chicken $7.50
• 1 r
I
r
i
i
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2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334
Large Pizza
Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodaj
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334
•a B.
Small Pizza
Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334
Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334
P
I
I
I
i
I
1.1
Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334
Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334
F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread
with Any Salad
278-4334
I
B
B
I
I
2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334
Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Men And Women Sprint Well in Open New Englands
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO
Sports Writer
This past Friday and Satur-
day the Men's and Women's In-
door Track Teams competed in
the Open (Division I) New En-
gland Championships. The
men participated at Boston Uni-
versity and the women traveled
to Smith College. In order to
compete in these meets, quali-
fying standards had to be met.
A small group of athletes did
this and decent performances
were turned in by members of
both teams.
The men's Distance Medley
Relay finished with their best
time of the season. The DMR
got off to a good start with
freshmen Paul Pultar running
the 1200 leg. Next, running the
400, was sophomore Jay
Wright. Wright made up some
time as he ran his best 400 split
of his season, which has been
ridden with injury.
Senior co-captain David
Aucoin continued as he
grabbed the baton for the 800.
Aucoin ran a 2:02 split, also his
best this season, as he powered
ahead. Freshmen Todd Markelz
added nicely to the DMR with
his 1600. leg. Markelz ran a
tough race and brought the ba-
ton across the line in a total time
of 10:48. This time was the
DMR's best of the season.
Next on the track for the men
was Benjamin Appleyard. This
senior co-captain ran in the
1500 meter trial on Friday night.
Appleyard had to place in the
top two of his heat or have one
of the next four fastest times of
the night in order to advance to
the final on Saturday.
The race got off to a slow start
and Appleyard, in order to make
it to the finals, decided that he
needed to take the lead.
Through the third lap,
Appleyard paced the group but
it was the last lap that would de-
termine the victor. A battle en-
sued and Appleyard came
across the line in third. Shortly
after, Appleyard found out that
he had qualified, based on his
time of 4:20, for the next day's
final.
The next day Appleyard
stepped to the line, hoping to
repeat his performance. The
how 1 did on Friday. I wish the
race was faster from the start so
that I didn't have to lead, but the
important thing was that I still
made it to the finals. I'm not re-
was relaxed, and ready to com-
pete. I'm happy with my dis-
tance," Doran said.
Also running on Friday was
the 4 x 200 relay. This team
It was great. We all ran well, but most of
us didn't run our best times. That's nice,
in a way, because it means this time can
be further taken down. It was a great
way to end the meet.
-Nicole Hanley '99
race got off to a quicker start
and Appleyard looked to be in
good position throughout the
race. Appleyard fell slightly
back and finished the race in
tenth place. Commenting on
his performance, Appleyard
said, "I was really happy about
ally happy about the finals. My
time was slower and I didn't
have the same energy as the
night before. I wish it had been
better, but, nonetheless, it was
great to qualify for the finals
and to run."
The first track event for the
women was a heat of the 5000
meters. Elizabeth Worthy got
off to a quick start and lead for
a considerable amount of the
race. She finished with a time
of 18:26, just a few seconds shy
off of her best. She was "happy
with the run. It was much bet-
ter than I did last week so I was
pleased. It's nice to come back
from that race and do this."
Yolanda Flamino ran in the
5000 finals and finished with a
time of 18:17.
Beth Doran competed in the
weight throw. She did well, fin-
ishing with a throw of 41 feet, 9
inches. Doran was pleased with
her performance. "It was nice
to throw well. I had been feel-
ing that I was in a slump. But, 1
threw well at practice this week,
consisted of Mia Antonetti,
Amanda Rival, Pamela Kelley,
and Deborah VanAllen.
Antonetti fired out of the blocks
as she quickly made up ground
on her opponents. As she
rounded the final curve, the
field evened out.
Rival, next with the baton,
ran an excellent leg and caught
two teams. Kelley continued
the pace and finished with the
team in fifth place. VanAllen
ran a strong anchor leg and
helped the team finish in the
time of 1:54.98. This was the
first time that this specific
group of women had run to-
gether.
The final race for the
Bantams was the DMR. Nicole
Hanley ran lead leg in the 1200.
Here, she ran a smart race as she
steadily progressed throughout
the entire length. She brought
the baton next to Ann Mary
Lukas for the 400. Lukas ran a
great time, as Trinity held onto
their position. MarisaEddy was
next as she ran her best 800 split
of the season.
She helped the women gain a
few positions as she gave the
baton to Thania Benios. Benios
ran a great 1600 and brought
the team to a seventh place fin-
ish. They were thrilled with
their time of 12:39.9, which was
considerably faster than the
time at which they were seeded.
The next day, Kimberly
Mendell ran the 3000. Mendell
ran a good race, finishing in a
time of 11:07. The final event of
the meet was the 4x800. The
women were seeded tenth in the
faster of the two heats. Lukas
started the race for Trinity. She
ran a great last lap and handed
the baton to Hanley.
Hanley gained two positions
and ran her best 800 time of the
season. Running third was
Flamino, who further moved
up, position-wise. The anchor,
Eddy, fought off some late race
surges and was the sixth runner
to cross the line. The team fin-
ished with a time of 9:36, their
best this season, and qualified
for All New England. Their
time also established a new
Trinity indoor track record.
Hanley said, "It was great. We
all ran well, but most of us
didn't run our best times. That's
nice, in a way, because it means
that this time can be further
taken down. It was a great way
to end the meet."
The men's and women's team
did well against the Division 1
competition. They will travel
this weekend to Wheaton to
compete in the ECAC tourna-
ment.
Trinity students SAVE with the Wolf *Paek!
Get a $14.50 ticket for $12.00*
Upcoming Home Games
Wednesday, March 4th,vs. Worcester Ice Cats 7:05 p.m.
Friday, March 6th vs. Adirondack Red Wings 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 7th vs. Philadelphia Phantoms 7:35 p.m.
Group rates available by calling 246-PUCK
All games played at the Hartford Civic Center
* Just show valid student ID, starting 2 hours prior to game time, at the Hartford
Civic Center Box Office, to receive discount.
1 ticket per valid ID
Call 246-PUCK (7825) for more information
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Senior Profile: Who Could Ask For Anything Moore?
Friendship And Discipline Are The Necessary Components For A Successful Squad
she missed at the end of practice.
BY LEVI LITMAN
Senior Editor
Discipline. Respect. Loyalty. Trust.
Friendship. Those five words, on the first
page of the Trinity College Swimming
and Diving Team Guidebook, suggest the
keys to a successful swim team. The
. ii 'OQ KATIE K.URZ
Jen Moore 98
words epitomize why the swim team
maintains such a distinctive group iden-
tity.
For senior co-captain Jen Moore, the
most important are friendship and dis-
cipline. "Friendship is what the team is
all about. You want to do well for the
team because we all get along so well.
And, in order to be competitive, you have
to be disciplined." The Trinity swim
team endures long, hard practices for five
months during the year. They even cut
into their winter break with double
practices for two weeks straight (includ-
ing New Year's Day). However, Moore
enjoys swimming not only for the love
of the sport and the competitiveness, but
also because of the team unity.
"It's a very close team," Moore explains.
"It's kind of like a second family. We all
care about each other, worry about how
we are doing, and try to motivate each
other."
Motivation is one of Moore's primary
jobs as captain. Because of her endless
enthusiasm for swimming, she was
named team captain at the end of last
season. While at first she was worried
about whether she could be the team
leader, after this season, there is no doubt
about her abilities both as captain and
in the pool. "She's an outstanding cap-
tain," asserts fellow co-captain Matt
Heller. "She leads into and out of the
water. Jen never hesitates to give the
team a kick in the butt when they need
it or a pat on the back when they deserve
it." Coach Amy Williams agrees. "Jen
has given leadership by example and by
performance in the pool."
"Being captain gives a different per-
spective," says Moore. "There are so many
things you have to think about."
Whether Moore is working on raising
money for the swim trip to Puerto Rico,
dealing with team conflicts, or trying to
motivate the team, she always puts forth
her best effort. Her method of motiva-
tion during swim meets is verbal. "I al-
ways scream and make sure other people
do, too. In the way I swim I try my hard-
est to get the best time and lead by ex-
ample."
Moore is one of the most selfless swim-
mers on the team. Heller explains that
she strives "to bring out the best in every
swimmer. She puts team priorities in
front of her own." As captain, Moore is
always encouraging and cheerful. "Our
workouts are so hard that you need
someone to keep you going. You're team-
mates help you get through the workout"
While Moore has always been a
friendly, outgoing individual, she was
very quiet when she first joined the team
her sophomore year. However, after days
of practice, eating dinner together after
practice, and their team trips, the team
bonds together through hard work and
perseverance.
Moore's dedication has led her to own
success. While sometimes she arrives
late to practice because of science labo-
ratory, she will always make up the laps
Her
commitment to swimming has earned
her consecutive appearances at New
England's, a regional meet containing
the top swimmers in each race.
Last year at New England's, swim-
ming the 200 meter backstroke, Moore,
stepped up her intensity in the biggest
race of her life to beat her previous best
time by nearly ten seconds.
Moore's intensity can also be seen in
the classroom where she is a chemistry
major. She has spent much of her senior
year working in laboratory with Profes-
sor Mitzel on organic synthesis. Moore
anticipates continuing research in the
chemistry field. Next year, she would
like to find a job in pharmaceuticals or
medical research in Boston.
However, while chemistry has been an
interest of Moore's since high school,
swimming has been a staple her entire
life. Ever since she was nine years old,
Moore has swam competitively either for
school or club teams.
While she does not anticipate con-
tinuing to swim competitively after col-
lege, Moore knows that of her time spent
at Trinity, she will best remember "hav-
ing memories of meeting great people on
the swim team and having fun with
them."
Trinity Women's Ice Hockey Invited To Nationals
BY HEIDI NOTMAN
Sports Writer
This weekend the Trinity Women's Ice
Hockey-Team travelled to Potsdam, New
York to play in the All-East Regional
Club Championship Tournament. The
toutnathfcnt,hostedbyClarksonUniveT-
sity, consisted of eight teams, including
I/Mass, MIT, NCCC, Syracuse, Penn State,
Trinity and Clarkson. Although it was
the Bantams' first tournament experi-
ence, they were very successful and
earned an invitation to the national club
championships to be held later this
month.
In their first game on Friday night,
Trinity played against rival UMass.
These two teams met earlier in the sea-
son and UMass cahie-.out on top 6-1.
However, this game was much closer, and
after two periods1 the Bantams were up
1-0. UMass tied it up early in the third,
but Trinity refused to letdown and net-
ted a quick goal by Emma Fuerst '00 to
take the lead again. UMass crawled back
with 3 minutes left, ending the game in
a 2 - 2 t i e . • " ' • ' ^ [•••:-"'::-'- - • '
Saturday was a record day for the Ban-
tams. They scored 20 goalsin two games,
beating Syracuse by a score of 12-0, and
later pummeling Penn state by a score of
8-0. In the Syracuse game, the scoring
was as follows: Mandy "Commando"
Lydon '00 4 goals, Vanessa Heaton '01 (2
goals &r 1 assist), Samantha Desmarais
'98 (1 goal & 1 assist), Erin "Dubby" Sousa
'00 (4 goals), Katie Watts '00 (1 goal).
Against Penn State Devon Binch '00 net-
ted a hat trick, Heaton scored once,
Trisha "Melon" Malinowski made 1 goal
and 1 assist, and Lydon put in 3 goals
with 1 assist.
Posting two'wins, and one tie, Trinity
wenton topIayMITfor third place. Trin-
ity and MIT had already played twice
this season with each club boasting one
victory. The game was intense. Both
teams were skating hard and moving the
puck fast.
After two periods MIT was up 2-0, but
the Bantams fought back first with a goal
by Lydon and then with three minutes
left in the game, Fuerst slipped the puck
past the MIT goalie. With the score tied
at 2-2 a five minute sudden death over-
time was played. However, this overtime
was not enough, and neither of the two
teams put the puck in the net. A shoot
out was called and each team selected
five players to try to bring their team to
victory. For Trinity Binch, Lydon, Sousa,
Heaton and Desmarais all made great
'attempts at scoring but the MIT goalie
was solid. Trinity netniinder Shanna
Henderson '99 was also stellar, shutting
out all five of the MIT shooters.
Four new players from each team were
selected. Heidi Notman '99 came close,
hitting the right post and causing a re-
sounding ring throughout the arena. On
the ninth attempt by MIT, the final
chance of the second shoot out period,
an MIT player snuck one past
Henderson, securing the win and third
place spot for MIT.
"It was an incredible game. We fought
really hard to get back into it and in the
end thepressure was overwhelming."It
•was intense," offered Notman. "We
played great hockey this weekend, and
even though we didn't place in the top
three we have a lot to be proud of, espe-
cially with our invitation to the Nation-
als," commented Lydon.
The top three teams in the tournament
automatically received invitations to the
national club championships, but since
Trinity's effort and performance were
equally impressive they too received an
invitation, Vanessa Heaton also received
special honors, being named as a
defensewoman to the all-taurnament
t e a m . •• ' . •_.-. • .: -:'_'•' '
Assistant coach Kathy Coniff added;'
"we're getting a little better every time we
play. We've got a. lot of dedication and for •
this, we have experienced tremendous
improvement throughout the season."
Other players also had comments about
the weekend. Watts said, "although we
were not victorious, we put up a good
fight." Fuerst added "we've proved we
will be competitive with varsity teams
in the alliance next year."
This tournament was a good opportu-
nity for the Bantams to get ready for the
upcoming challenge they will face. For
the past two years women's ice hockey
has been a club sport, but startingjuly 1,
1998, the team will be acknowledged by
thecollege as a full-fledged varsity sport.
Next year the Lady Bantams will join
15 other Division III schools with
women's hockey teams in the. ECAC
Women's Hockey Alliance. Other teams
in the Alliance include NESCAC schools,
such as Williams, Amherst, Bowdoin,
and Wesleyan, .• ••> -•-•
This will be an exciting and challeng-
ing transitiatt for the team,but with the
persistence and"dedication which they
, have shown all year there is no question
'. that they will.be successful in the future.
The team wishes to thank all of its most
loyal supporters, especially the parents,
friends, and fans.
Roggi's. Garage
Mark Fantone •Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towlng Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
MINUTE
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Round Trip Air 5 FREE BREAKPASTS
7 Nights Accommodations £ FREE DINNERS
Round Trip Transfers 21 HOURS OP FREE DRINKS
;
 Hotel Taxes & Gratuities Exclusive USA Party Package!
> Industry Leader In High Quality, Top Rated Studohf T w s ! Proems. Escrow Pwtotio'n,
CMILM Licensed, Ihsurod an(f Bntujed. Touh Operator Is Sun Gnaet Vanatlnn, Ih^
. P f ^ " a1down 'own holel on* <*>« 'nil Include' dTpo
e tee Tour Participant Agreement lor complete Terms * Condi/torn
USA SPRING BREAK TRAVEL
1-888-777-4642 or 1-800-451-4574
SPACE IS VERY LIMITED, SO CALL TODAY!
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Men's Rugby Has Great
Expectations For Spring
BY ALEX KWOK AND
| JASON CHAPMAN
Sports Writers
The Trinity College Rugby
Football Club has begun an-
other exciting season under the
direction of Coach Bob Merola.
This season the team will take
a trip to England and Wales
during spring break-
Overseas, the team will play
three matches and also practice
with professional rugby clubs
in England, where rugby is a
passion. With a such a skilled
team, Trinity should have no
trouble competing with their
British counterparts.
It should be especially excit-
ing for the Trinity British con-
tingency. The Tour of England
and Wales has been long antici-
pated- and the stages of
preperation are now,
finally...nearly...over!
Upon returning, the team
will play a very difficult five
game schedule, with opponents
including Williams and Cen-
tral. The team hopes to continue
its winning ways and defend its
Division,It "Beast of the East":
title which was won last spring
s e a s o n . ••'
Last season, the East Coast
Champions relied upon solid
team chemistry but the
makeup of the team has
changed drastically since then.
The loss of many seniors to
graduation and the temporary
absence of key forward players
studying abroad hindered the.
team during this past fall sea,-
Heading into the spring,
many of those abroad have re-
turned and expectations are
quite high.
Meet Some Of The Players
Michael York '99 - 'Yorkie/
studied abroad in Rome last se-
mester and his-return should
bolster the struggling Forward
position. He is an inspirational
leader on and off the field, often
using his fiery temperament to
spark the Bantams' squad,
Matthew Moskey '99 has led
the 'B' side at Fly-half, to an im-
pressive 13 straight wins. His
sterling determination at match
time adds to his intensity on the
field and his willingness to
learn helps him match up
against his larger opponents.
Colin Vatour '01 started sev-
eral games on the 'A' side, espe-
cially impressive for a Rookie.
He is indicative of the Fresh-
man recruits due to his passion
for merriment and his work
ethic which enables him to get
the job done.
Rent-A-Rugger
In order to raise money for
their spring break trip, the
Men's Rugby Team has initiated
the Rent-A-Rugger program.
For a certain fee one can rent
one of the rugby players for a
plethora of services (cleaning a.
room, washing a car, or drink-
ing a keg)
If you are interested in pur-
chasing the services of any of
the players on the team, bids are
lJhb '
don't miss this oppor-
tunity. Contact your rugger to-
day!
Women's Hoops Earn ECACs
Seniors Reach Fourth Straight Post-Season Tournament
Senior Carolyn Canty sticks a J in her final
home game against the Bates Bobcats.
BY KATE LEONARD
Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Basket-
ball Team emerged from their
final stretch of games begin-
ning during reading week, with
five wins and three losses, to fin-
ish their season with a record of
16-7. The Bantams began this
mini-season with a phenom-
enal 87-68 win at Bowdoin and
ended it with a hard fought vic-
tory against Connecticut Col-
lege this past Saturday.
The first weekend of reading
ittmfs& to play Bowdoiri arid
Colby. AtBowdoin.Trinityshot
an amazing 67% from the floor
with Gretchen MacColl '00 (28
Ski and Ride Stratton
Monday throughFriday (non-holiday)
f°r E A % •#** with yourtj\j• Oi l valid college ID.
Plus, get *) off
weekends and holidays.
For special discounts visit
Station's HOT DEALS page
on our website.
'Must ptesent valid cotaoe ID i t ticket window.
Offer not valid with any other discounts.
points), Carolynn Canty '98 (21
points) and Kate Leonard'99 (18
points) combining for 67 of
Trinity's 87 points.
The next day at Colby, senior
Colleen McGlynn's 9 rebounds
and 9 assists and MacColl's 18
points and 7 rebounds, allowed
the Bantams to battle back from
a nine point deficit in the sec-
ond half. But an unbelievable
shot by Colby .with 5 seconds re-
maining, gave them a two point
lead to beat the Bantams 58-56.
Trinity next faced Springfield
College.
In their largest loss of the sea-
3
SARAH BETTENCOURT
Trinity finished their season
with three strong wins. The
Bantams defeated Wesleyan, 69-
56, with contributions from
MacColl (24 points,12 re-
bounds), Leonard (18 points, 6
rebounds) and Canty (14
points,16 rebounds).
At the Elms, the Bantams
were paced by the always de-
pendable MacColl who contin-
ued her torrid offensive
explosion with 21 points. Fresh-
man point guard jenny Ho
turned in a remarkable perfor-
mance with 8 points and solid
ball-handling in the Bantams'
struggled offensively, snooting
33 3% from the floor. Keeping
the Bantams in the game
throughout was an outstanding
effort by Canty who lead the
team with 15 points and 13 re-
bounds.
Fired.up after two consecu-
tive losses, Trinity battled back
with a 67-42 win over Tufts.
After this significant win, the
Bantams faced #2 ranked Bates
in the seniors' - McGlynn, Canty
and Sarah Martin, last home
game. Despite an early Trinity
lead, Bates fought back to make
the game a back and forth
battle. With,less than a minute
left the Bantams trailed, by four
points. , . .'. ,.,". ,
However, an offensive re-
bound and a quick put back
madeitatwopointgame, Afoul
put Bates on the line. After
making the front end, Bates
missed the second and MacColl.
snatched the rebound and
passed it up the floor to Leonard
who missed a deep shot that
would have tied the game. :
After this heartbreaking loss,
BeASport
Call X
75-34 victory.
•However, the most important
and decisive of the three wins
was the final gameatConn Col-;
lege. Trinity played well in the
first half with important cohtri-',
butions coming frorh Harleigh
Leach'OOJenny Ho'01 and Lau-
rel Earls '99, who gave the Ban-
tams a five point lead at
halftime.
 :. !;; ,, -.'.-:: ;
Trinity continued their solid
play in the second,half thanks
to the outstanding play of Sarah
Martin '98 and McGlynn who,.
led the team with 13 apiece,
Canty (12 points, 8 rebounds).
and Megan Shutte (10 points).
The game ended with a score of
67-56 and the Bantams finished
their season with one of their
most decisive victories. •..•;•••
The Bantams enter the
postseason as the #6 seed in the
ECAC tournament They will
play at #3 Springfield College
on Wednesday at 5:30. The win-
ner of Wednesday's game will
play the winner of the #2 Colby
and #7 Norwich matchup. .
24 HOURS OF
FREE PRINK*!
7 nights from $299!
I Includes RT air, hotel, 1A hours of free
j drinks and weekly pariy schedule of
[ spring break events! Organize IS
freinds and EARN A FREE TRIP!
CLASS ?ravel
:-.twtitmutiCanitowll
i»,* UlIi*CUSitKAVtt.COM!
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BY JAMES CAILACHAN
Sports Writer
Sometimes all a team needs is
a chance, and that is exactly
what the Trinity Men's Ice
Hockey team has. Two road
wins over the weekend pro-
pelled the Bantams to their sec-
ond consecutive ECAC playoff
appearance.
After a loss and a tie last
weekend, the Bantams needed
two wins this weekend for any
shot at the playoffs. Trinity did
exactly what they had to do,
defeating Southern Maine and
Salem State.
On Friday night the Bantams
trounced Southern Maine in
their own rink. Trinity treated
Southern Maine like William
"Wallace treated the bloody
Brits, pounding them 8-3. Trin-
ity would do all the scoring it
needed in the first period,
pumping in five unanswered
goals. After two periods and an
8-0 lead, the deal was sealed.
Against Southern Maine, Joe
Roberto '98 and Dan Lyons '01
registered natural hat tricks.
Roberto scored all three of his
goals in the first period. Roberto
was assisted by Mike Burns '98,
Jim Devine '99, and John
O'Leary'00.
After Roberto started the
scoring train, Lyons jumped
right on. Lyons scored two in the
first, and one in the second.
Terry Long '98 was Gretzky-
esque, feeding Lyons assists on
all three goals.
Even everybody's favorite
goalie, Jeff Blair '99, got in on the
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scoring. Blair wrapped a clear-
ing pass around the boards to
Long who passed to Lyons, The
rest was butter as the hapless
Southern Maine defense could
only watch as Lyons increased
Trinity's lead. With the assist,
Blair now has more points than
some Bantam defensemen.
Burns finished the rout with
two goals to close the second
period. Dave Kliener '01 and
O'Leary fed Burns the biscuits.
By that time, Blair had taken a
rest on the bench for the first
time in three weeks. Derek
Cunha '01 held Southern Maine
scoreless in the second period.
Southern Maine scored three in
the third, but by then the bus
had already been warmed up
and the focus had turned to Sat-
urday.
It's a long ride back to Hart-
ford from Salem State, but it
would have been a lot longer if
the Bantams had taken it on the
chin. On Saturday, needing a
win to make the playoffs, Trin-
ity raised its game and won a
hard fought 4-2 decision.
Dominik Hasek had nothing
on Trinity goalie Jeff Blair on
Saturday. Blair made a number
of sick saves, keeping the Ban-
tams playoff hopes alive. Mikko
Auvinen '00 scored on a power
play in the first. Terry Long gar-
nered his fourth assist of the
weekend on Auvinen's goal.
Soon after Mikko's seed was
planted, Ryan Southard '00 in-
creased Trinity's lead. On a par-
tial breakaway, Southard
wound up at thecircle and fired
aslapperfivehole. Itwasalmost
like pulling up for a three
pointer on a fast break, but a
goal is a goal, no matter how it's
scored. Dave Kleiner got in on
the scoring again with an assist
on Southard's blast.
With Blair guarding the nets
like a junkyard dog, Trinity's
lead seemed safe. In the second
period they increased their lead
on another power play goal
from Auvinen. Southard
racked up another point, assist-
ing on Auvinen's second pea.
Things got sketchy in the
third period. Salem State
stuffed two goals by Blair, but
could not force in a third. John
O'Leary's twisting empty netter
finalized Trinity's win, and kept
their playoff hopes alive.
Even with the successful
weekend, Trinity still had to
play a waiting game. Their spot
in the playoffs rested on
whether Williams was going to
wait for a bid to the NCAA's, or
accept an ECAC bid. Williams
decided to wait, opening the
door for Trinity in the ECACs.
On Wednesday night Trinity
travelled to Storrs, Connecticut
to take on the Huskies who they
had already lost to in January,
5-4. The result was much the
same, as the Bantams took it on
the chin, 3-1. However, things
started out promising for the
squad as Joe Roberto'98 opened
the scoring early in the first pe-
riod.
Unfortunately, the early goal
seemed to invigorate the
UConn Huskies as much as it
did the Bantams. By the end of
the second period, Connecticut
furiously ripped the lead from
the stunned Bantams, 2-1. Trin-
ity could not capitalize on a
power play in the third, and
time just ran out on the season.
The Bantams did have a few
scoring opportunities, but
could not capitalize. Goaliejeff
Blair '99 stood on his head in the
nets once again. Many of the
players on both teams com-
mended Blair's stellar play.
Although the season's final
game was a disappointment,
the year as a whole has to be
branded a success. The Ban-
tams have to be pleased with the
season, and their prospects for
next year. It was only the sec-
ond time in a decade that the
team had made the playoffs two
consecutive years.
The end of the season also
marks the end of six Bantam
careers. Seniors Mike Burns,
Terry Long, Joseph Roberto,
Michael Schulz, and co-cap-
tains Brian Hall, and Tim Rath
graduate this spring.
All six players made a lasting
impression on the hockey pro-
gram. Four of the six have
played significant minutes from
their freshman years. All six
have been consistent perform-
ers since their sophomore years.
Burns, Long, and Roberto
were always counted on to pro-
vide scoring punch. For the
past two years, both Roberto
and Burns were among the
team leaders in points. Burns's
speedy style wreaked havoc on
opposing defenses. Roberto also
depended on speed and a deft
touch to create scoring oppor-
tunities. Terry Long was one of
the better Bantams with the
puck. Any time he touched the
puck, a goal was a distinct pos-
sibility.
Michael Schulz was the only
senior defenseman. After step-
ping in as a starter during the
second semester of his fresh-
man year, Schulz never relin-
quished his spot. A quiet leader,
Schulz also possessed a rocket
of a shot.
Co-captains Brian Hall and
Tim Rath were the leaders of
this year's squad. Both played
physical and controlled hockey.
Much of the Bantam success
can be attributed to the always
upbeat and confident attitudes
of the two captains. Dan
Sullivan '99 stated, "Rath and
Hall were always hard workers.
Those two played with guts all
the time."
Next years squad is also in
good hands. The nets are well
manned with Blair returning as
a starter for his fourth season.
Leading scorer Dan Lyons '00
also returns next year. With
Ryan Southard '00, James
Devine '99, and Scott Rickard
'00 the Bantam scoring threat
lives.
On defense, Dave Kleiner '01,
Andrew Burns '00, John
O'Leary '00, and Ryan Carmody
'01 all logged significant min-
utes over the year. Add in David
Moore '99 and Andrew Wallace
'00, the Bantams defensive unit
looks strong as well.
The season was also memo-
rable for Coach John Dunham.
Trinity's fiery leader logged his
300th win this year when the
Bantams beat Amherst in No-
vember. For the season the Ban-
tams finished 11-11-2.
Women's Squash Sends Top Players To NISRA
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer
The squash season is over for
the Trinity Women's team. A
few weeks ago they faced Brown
and Harvard Universities.
Against Brown, the Bantams
won all matches except for the
#3 spot. The win was huge for
the.team since they lost 5-4 at
their last meeting.
The same lineup was used for
Harvard: Janine Thompson '01,
• Gail Davie '00, Paige Vollmer '99,
Serena Carbonell '98, Betsy
Paluck '99, Randy DePree '00,
Sarah Burbank '99, Amanda
Tucker '98, Priscilla Farnum "99
and Jen Death '00. This domi-
nating lineup could not pull
free from the Crimson wrath,
losing 8-1. Yet Davie playing #2
made history becoming the
first Trinity woman to beat a
Harvard opponent',
The team then traveled to
Amherst to play in what was
expected to be a tough match.
Yet Trinity soundly defeated
them 9-0. Thompson and
Votlmer both played exception-
ally; well in their matches lead-
ing the team to victory. With a
record of 10-2, the team was
ranked #6 in the country in Di-
vision 1.
•The ranking was used for the
next weekend in'the Howe Cup.
The Howe. Cup was played at
Yale as the team tournament,
which always rounds out the
end of the season. With eight
teams in the top Division, Trin-
ity! found itself, matched up
against #3 University of Penn-
sylvania in the first round.
Penn, a team that Trinity had
not played yet, was much stron-
ger and won 9-0. Thompson
had the closest match but lost
as #1(3-2).
They played Brown the next
day in the tournament; the
match resembled their face-off
against Brown the week before.
The team won again 8-1 but
there were some close games.
Carbonell at #4 found herself .
down 2-0 before she decided to
school her opponent in the next
three games and win her match
3-2.
Vollmer made her match
close forcing her opponent to
go to five games. She played a
terrific game and showed her
winning attitude once again.
The win put Trinity in the posi-'
tion to avenge one of their loses.
They matched up against Yale, ,
'. having previously lost 6-3. The
team felt that they were the bet-
ter team and proved it by upset- ,
ting Yale, and earning the better •
ranking.
Only one Bantam won dur-
ing the first round of matches.
In the next round the team won
at #1, #8, and lost at #3. With
the Trinity team down 4-3,
Paluck and Burbank went on for
their matches. Paluck won
when her opponent defaulted
. in the fourth game with Paluck
up in the match 2-1, With the
match coming down to
Burbank's match, Sarah showed
: her mental toughness as well as
squash strength in playing one
of her best matches of her life.
She came out tough and won
her match in three games mak-
ing her the hero for the day as
the team upset Yale and moved
up from #6 to #5.
The team had fulfilled their
team goal of defeating Yale but
knew that they still had two
more matches in their regular
season. The first was against
Princeton, and after the team
had traveled the long road trip"
to New Jersey, the team lost 9-0.
Some Bantams had tough
matches as Burbank and Tucker
both took games off of their op-
ponents. The team was not dis-
mayed knowing that Princeton
had the #1 rank in the country
for a reason. With one match
down the team was looking at
one more match before the sea-
son was over.
The team came home for
their last match as well as
Tucker's and Carbonell's last
match ever. Without Vollmer
the team all moved up one, yet
the team only lost 7-2. Tucker
won 3-0 at #7 and Thompson
won 3-0 at #1. Both did not al-
low their opponents to get a
point in at least one game. The
season had ended on a loss, but
the team had done better than
last year and individual players
had great seasons.
Thompson, Davie, Voilmer,
and DePree will all continue to
practice this'week in order to
prepare for the intercollegiates
this coming weekend at
Amherst. This tournament is
for the top players on all of the
teams and will determine the
singles national champion Ev-
eryone wishes all of them the
best of luck in representing
Trinity in the tournament.
f!
Betsy Palluck '99 & the Bantams slice
into last season's final record.
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C. Ricky Steamboat D. George "The
Animal" Steele
A. Rowdy Rody Piper
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In honor of the success of Trinity's Wres-
tling team, we offer a Wrestling Matching
Game. Match the wrestler with the character-
istics listed below and win a free six pack of
THE BEAST. Call us at x 2589.
1. "Thunderlips" in Rocky III, 24-inch pythons.
2. Damien, DDT.
3. Plays a mover in Richard Pryor's Moving,
Master of the Body Slam.
4. Green Tongue, Loves The Lovely
Elizabeth & Turnbuckles.
5. "Fezzick" in The Princess Bride, 7'4"
6. Host of The Pit, an acting superstar
7. The Dragon, Mr. Fuji's Enemy
F. King Kong Bundy
B. Andre The Giant
E. Jake "The Snake"
Roberts G. Hulk Hogan
Of t he Week
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Name: Brian Hall
Hometown: Fort Ann, New York
High School: Glens Falls High School
• M a j o r : E n g i n e e r i n g •••'. . '
Position:RightWing
Year:1998 •
Trinity Men's
Ice Hockey
Quotables:
"Brian is the most respected kid on our team
as well as the best shot blocker in the NESCAC."
Tim Rath
Name: Tim Rath
Hometown: Concord, New Hampshire
High School: Concord High School
Major: American Studies
Position: Left Wing
Year: 1998
Quotables:
"Tim is one of the hardest workers I've
ever played with. He helps keep things light-
with a quick joke, but gives you a kick in the
butt if you get out of line."
BrianHall
PHOTOS BY FRED5CHONENBERG
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Men's Squash Shares The National Team Title
BY STARK TOWNEND
Sports Writer
The Trinity Men's Squash
team accomplished what it had
set out to do this season, with a
twist. Corning off of last year's
crushing loss to Harvard in the
finals of the NISRA Champion-
ships, the squad had its sights
set on avenging the defeat and
gaining the National Title for
themselves.
To a certain extent, they real-
ized their goal, and further es-
tablished themselves as a major
power in the squash commu-
nity, yet on the other hand, as
Head Coach Paul Assaiante ex-
plained, it was a somewhat 'bit-
tersweet' finish.
The Bantams advanced to
the final again this past week-
end against Harvard at the
NISRA's, but they could not pull
off the victory, thus giving them
a share of the National Title
with the Crimson, as regular
season and tournament cham-
pions respectively.
After a stirring regular sea-
son defeat of then #1 Harvard,
Trinity was riding high as the
undisputed top-ranked team in
the country, and had only to fin-
ish off highly touted Penn and
BtiD,cetotvtpfcom.p\e,te their vin.-
clefea ted season. Th e Ba n ra ms
defeated Penn rather easily in a
9-0 victory on the 13th of Feb-
Prestpn Quick '00 returns a deep corner shot
in a practice before the NISRA tournament.
ruary, and then made their way
to Princeton for their final
match of the season. A talented
team with 6 experienced se-
niors, an enthusiastic Princeton
team made their presence felt
against the Bantams, seeking
but a 5-4 win.
The defeat by the Tigers was
disappointing in some respects
for Trinity, but in the eyes of
Assaiante'-was *a.'GodsencV, in
that if helped us relaxgoing into
the weekend tournament. I
think fear and the fact that we
played tight today was the rea-
son for the loss, but it's not all
that bad, because we still got
what we wanted. And that
thing that they wanted was the
National Title, which their 17-1
record allowed them to secure
in terms of the regular season
standings. Even with the loss to
the Tigers, Trinity held the best
iccordnationally, an,d were also
allowed 'to tai^e ¥pme of the
pressure ofi their backs for the
NISRA tournament.
Remaining in Princeton for
the NISRA's, the Bantams de-
feated rival Williams 9-0 in the
first round, further giving no-
tice to the rest of the field that
they were most certainly a force
to be reckoned with.
Number One ranked sopho-
more Marcus Cowie once again
led the way for the Bantams, as
did #2 Preston Quick. The team
then faced off against Ivy
League foe Yale in the semifi-
nals, and quickly disposed of
them 8-1. Transfer LouaCoetzee
played marvelous squash, as did
senior co-captain Jon Freeman,
as both secured victories for the
Bantams. And thus only one fi-
nal challenge remained for
Trinity, and it was the one they
had expected right from the
start. They would face Harvard
in a rematch of last year's final
to determine who would take
home the tournament champi-
onship.
With motivation falling in
favor of both teams (Harvard
trying to avenge the loss earlier
this season, and Trinity trying
to avenge the loss from a year
before) the Crimson and the
Bantams fought in as tightly
contested a match as can be ex-
pected of two juggernauts.
Harvard emerged victorious
by as score of 5-4, thereby lay-
ing claim to the tournament
title, and thus a share of the na-
tional crown with the regular
season champion Bantams.
Though disappointing, the loss
was not as bruising as last
season's. "We did what we
wanted to do," said Assaiante
"in that we won the National
Title. They [Harvard] have 5 se-
niors over there, and we are
blessed with youth. These play-
ers have been exposed to the
highest level of competition al-
ready, and they are so young.
This is the next step in a long
process of gaining the champi-
onship outright. We can raise
our heads and say that we share
the title of best team in the
country right now, and that's
what this is all about."
The end of the season marks
the end of lone senior Jon'
Freeman's career, which saw
him go undefeated in his last
two years of competition. "He
will be missed," said Assaiante,
"but he has left behind afantas-
tic legacy and a highly skilled
team that will surely continue
this line of success well into the
future."
Assaiante could not be more
correct. This year was one of un-
paralleled success for the Ban-
tams, and will ultimately be
remembered for the National
Championship which the team
brings back to'Hartford with it.
The future does look bright for
this group, which has worked
long and hard enough to de-
serve their moniker of Colle-
giate National Champions.
At 20-3, Men's Basketball Will Head To NCAA Playoffs
BY JOSH GOLDFINE
Senior Editor
It has been a busy time for
Bantam Men's Basketball re-
cently, with the club defeating
NESCAC foes Bowdoin, Colby,
Tufts, Bates, and Wesleyan. All
of this occurred in the past two
weeks before the club ran into
the Camels of Connecticut Col-
lege, who came into Ray
Oosting Gymnasium on Satur-
day afternoon and destroyed
the Bantams season-long home
winning streak and sent the
squad running for their NCAA
tournament lives
With wins over Tufts on Fri-
day, February 13 and Bates on
Saturday afternoon, the Ban-
tams had a ten-game winning
streak heading into the final
week of regular season play.
The past two weeks were par-
ticularly kind to the Bantams.
As most of us were relaxing as
Reading Week began, the team
continued its rampage through
the NESCAC, defeating
Bowdoin 77-67 on Friday night
before sneaking past Colby 86-
80 on Saturday afternoon. The
weekend was highlighted by
senior captain Craig Moody,:
who shook off an eye injury to
score his 1000th career point in
Friday's win over the Polar
Bears.
This past weekend, the Ban-
tamstook to the road for the first
time in over three weeks. A me-
diocre Tufts squad gave the Ban-
Captain Craig Moody '98
releases 2 of his 1,000+ points.
tarns all they could handle on
Friday night before a wild
JumboDome crowd. The hosts
actually led 73-70 with just over
a minute remaining before Trin-
ity junior forward Jason Levin
(21 pts, 13 rbs) took the game
into his own hands. Levin pow-
ered his way to the hoop and for
a layup with eight seconds re-
maining, sending Tufts to its
fourth straight defeat, the team's
-longest losing skid in 14 years.
Saturday's contest proved quite
a bit easier for Coach Stan
Ogrodnick and his troops, who
jumped all over Bates (3-19)
early on, taking a 43-19 edge at
half time en route to a 86-45
blowout win.
 : " ..:••.. .
KYRASKVIR Jason Levine '99 slaps glass MATT ELLIOTT
in a recent Bantam victory.
Two nights later, the Bantams
were on the court again; this
time, against a tough, scrappy
club from Wesleyan. The visit-
ing Cardinals kept the game
close in the first half, but the
Bantams, behind a game-high
26 points from Moody, blew out
their Middletown foes in the
second stanza to win by a final
tally of 96-73. At this point, the
stage was set for Saturday. 20-2
Trinity would entertain 20-3
Connecticut College in Ray
Oosting Gymnasium.
Before the most raucous
crowd in years, the Bantams
and Camels played a very tight
first half. The Bantams jumped
to an early lead before freshman
Kareem Tatum (20 pts, 7 rbs)
arid senior Aaron Guckian (20*
pts, 15 rbs) led the Camels back
late in the half. Trinity's Craig
Moody finished the half with a
runner in the lane, giving the
hosts a 43-41 half time lead.
Such baskets usually give
teams momentum which car-
ries over into the second half.
But, such was not the case. The
Bantams completely self-de-
structed early in the second
half, as Conn, went on a 30-7
run (keyed by right points from
freshman sensation Tatum) to
break open a 21-point lead with
just over 12 minutes left. The
Bantams regained their compo-
sure and clawed back, using a.
16-2 spurt to cut the margin to
77-71 with six minutes to play.
But, the Bantams had dug too
deep a hole and finally suc-
cumbed by the final of 91-87.
The game was not without its
highlights for the Bantams,
Trinity freshmen point guards
Mike Keohane and Mike
LaBella (team-high 19 pts and 5-
for-7 threepoiriters) both played
extremely well. Junior forward
J.B.... Brokaw also played the best
game of his career, finishing
with eight points and nine re-
bounds in 20 minutes of play.
Also, junior forward John
Mulfinger became the 19th
player in Trinity history to score
1,000 points.
Despite the club's loss on Sat-
urday, the NCAA Selection
Committee recognized Trinity
as one of the top teams in New
England and chose the Bantams
as the fifth seed in the New En-
gland region for this year's
NCAA Tournament. The Ban-
tams will certainly have their
work cut out for them, as a re-
turn trip to arch-rival Williams
looms on Thursday night. In
order to advance, the Bantams
will have to defeat the Ephs on
their home floor for a second
time this season (Trinity de-
feated Williams 73-68 on Janu-
ary 30). A win on Thursday
would send Trinity to topseeded
Springfield for a rematch on
Saturday evening. Alas, we have
moved into March, and much
basketball remains to be played.
